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Äbstract
Canada is the home

oftrvo intemationally recognized baiiet companies, the

National Ballet ofCanada andthe Royat WinnipegBallet. Both companies maintain a
tradition of presenting The Nutcracker dtringthe Christmas season, a rituat that can be
found throughoutNorth America an<i increasing in poputarity withinìil-_estern Europe.
The first objective ofthis study is to add to the limited body of knowledge of ballet
as an art form by examining the

similarities and differences in costumes ofrepresentative

figures in the production of The Nutcracker between the National Batiet of Canada and the

Royai WinnipegBallet. Firther objectives document the history of The Nutcracker at the
two ballet companies and examine the importance ofthe roie ofthe tradition within each
production of the companies.
The objectives were achieved using the historical metho<i based upon the work

of

Skjelver (197I) and utilizing the ciassification systems of Schlick (t9S8) and Roach-

Higgins & Eicher (1992). Fîom arc?úval sources, costumes ofthe four principal roies
'The

of

Nutcracker were analyzedfor siihouette, design line, costume detail, color value, and

volume. The importance oftradition to the two baltet companies was traceci and a
discernable connection was establisheci.
Canada's two largest ballet companies, established in distinctly different

geographical locations, have approached costumes in a similar rnanner for productions
The

Nutcracker. F;achcompany has embraced the seasonal tradition of producing

N-utcracker.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Throughout North America and increasing in popularity within Western Europe,
The

Nutcrackerballethas become a Yuletide seasonal phenomenon. The New York

Times critic, Jack Anderson (1966) wrote, "Almost without our being aware of it, rve have
established a tradition" (p. 47). The Nutcrackerhas become as popular as Charles

Dickens' A Christmas Carol,Handel's Messiah,and Clement Clarke Moore's 'Twas the
Night Beþre Christmas. Most major ballet companies maintain The Nutcracker in their

repertoire. It is performed by countless non-professional groups, dancing schools, and
community theatres across the country. There are as many adaptations of the libretto and
plot, changes in styles of décor and cosfume as there are ballet companies, but one thing
remains certiain, each year audiences young and old anticipate its arnval.
Canada is the home of two internationally recognized ballet companies, the Royal

Winnipeg Ballet, in Winnipeg, and the National Ballet of Canada, in Toronto. Both
companies maintain a tradition of producing The Nutcracker during the Christmas season

for Canadian audiences, a ritual that can be found throughout North America.
This thesis is interested in comparing and contrasting çostume history of The
Nutcracker between two ballet companies, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet and the National

Ballet of Canada and in recognizing The Nutcracker as an established tradition in North
America.

PURFOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this study is to underst¿nd the differences and similarities in
costume between two major Canadian ballet companies. The second pulpose of this study
is to examine the

traditionof

The Nutcrãcker as a yearly Yuletide seasonal production.

Lastly, this study enhances the existing limited body of knowledge by the recognition of
the value of costumes to productions and promotes appreciation for ballet as an art form.

Costumes for The NuÍcracker are designed and created in an attempt to maintain
the integrity of the production as a whole and are c,haractenzed by differences in the visual
conception portrayed to the audience. What are the differences between the productions
The Nutcracker fram two distínct regions

of

of Canad4 the Royal Winnipeg Ballet and the

National Ballet? What are the differences and similarities of costuming that occurred in
the productions?

Caitlin Sims (1996) conducted a survey to celebrate the traditionof The
Nutcracker. The informal survey received responses from over 200 companies and
schools from around the

world

From these results, she concluded that a total of 2,686,068

people attended a performance of The Nutcracker during the 1995196 season. Given such
numbers, one has to ask what makes this production a hadition for Euro-Western cultures
and what was the value of this production for ballet companies?

The use of the word tradition is often attached to The Nutcracker when
describing it in popular writings. S. Bronner (1993) states that the use of the terminolory

in expressing tradition in newspapers and related publications is associated with holiday
customs and takes on the meaning of something repeated annually but not requiring that its
past be rooted in a lengthy time period. E. Hobsbawn (1983) in explaining the word

tradition within a culture adds that it reflects the constant change and innovation of the
modern world. E. Shils (1981) classifies tradition as anything that has "been created
through human actions, through thought and imagination...handed down from one
generation to the next" (p.12). It appears that The Nutcracker fits within the defînitions
and the structure of tradition.

Nutcracker ballet

The

Nutcrackerballet is based upon an adaptation of a story by E.T.A. Hoffman

cntitled The Nutcracker and the Mouse King. J. Anderson (1979) and R. Wiley (1984)
describe the original libretto of the ballet The Nutcracker thatpremiered in St. Petersburg,
Russia in the Malyinsþ Theafe on December 18, i892. The story opens on Chrisünas
Eve, sometime during the 1800s and is set in the small German town of Nuremberg
famous for its toy makers.

Act one ofthe tale is set in the parlor of the town councilman, Hen Silberhaus and
his wife Mrs. Silberhaus who are throwing a large holiday celebration for their family and

friends. Their two childrer¡ Clara and Fritz, await thç arrival of the guests and eagerly
anticipate the gifts they

will receive. After the arrival of the numerous guests, the children

are assembled for the presentation of

gifts. The excited children

open their brightly

colored gifts in front of the giant Christmas tree and there is a great deal of merriment as
they play with the toys they have received.

A latecomer arrives at the party,Herr Drosselmayer, the godfather of Clara, who
brings gifts of exquisite mechanical dolls that are unwrapped and placed in the middle

of

the stage. Drosselmayer, a clockmaker is a commanding f,rgure with a black patch over
one eye and an air of mystery. The dolls stand motionless until Drosselmayer winds them

up with his key and magically the dolls spring to

life. As a special glft to Clarahe presents

her with an unusual toy, a colorful Nutcracker that instantly enthralls her and captivates her

attention. Fritz

is

jealous of Clara's gift and in a tussle to take the Nutcracker away from

her, Fritz breaks the head of the

toy. Clara is heartbroken but Drosselmayer with his

special skills is able to mend the Nutcracker.

After the party's conclusion and after the guests have returned to their homes, the
entire family retires to their beds. Clara, unable to forget her wounded Nutcracker, sneaks
back to the Christmas tree to find him. Magical and strange things begin to occur:
Drosselmeyer appears atop the room's clock, the Christmas tree begins to grow larger, and

all the children's toys come magically alive. Suddenly the parlor is infested with nasty
mice commanded by the ferocious seven-headed Mouse King and a fierce battle ensues

with the nutcracker, gingerbread soldiers, grenadiers, hussars, and artillerymen. When it
appears that the mice are about to win the battle, Clara removes one of her slippers and

hurls it at the Mouse King striking a hannful

blow At his demise, the Nutcracker is

transformed into a handsome young prince who in battle mortally wounds the Mouse King
and conquers the

mice. As

a reward

for her valor and devotion to the Nutcracker, Clara is

caried away by her beloved Prince to the beautiful Land of Snow.
The second act is a series of divertissements that does not elaborate on the story

line of the flrrst act but exists as a showcase for the dancers. The second act unfolds to
reveal Claraand her Prince as spectators to the Waltzof the Snowflakes. The wind and the

blizzard are represented by thirty dancers choreographed in geometric patterns

of

movement. At the conclusion of the waltzthey enter into the kingdom of the Land
Sweets, ruled by the Sugar Plum

Fairy. Claraand

of

the Prince are greeted by the Sugar

Plum Fairy who rewards their bravery in the battle with the Mouse King by providing in
their honor, a grand party of delicious things to eat tea, coffee, hot chocolate, and candy
canes. Each of the sweets is envisioned from a far off foreign land and is represented by
divertissements of symbolical dances from Spain, Chinq and Arabia. The entertainment
continues with the Dance of the Mirlitons, or toy flutes and the Waltzof the Flowers. The
Sugar

Plun Fairy and her cavalier, Prince Coqueluche dance the focal point of the second

act,the pas de deax. Like all good things the entertainment comes to an end and Clara and
her real life Nutcracker return from the Kingdom of the Sweets to the earthly world.

Dramatis Personae

Silberhaus

-

Town councilman ofNuremberg

Mrs. Silberhaus - Wife of Silberhaus
Clara

- Daughter

Fritz-

Son of Silberhaus

Ilrosselmayer

Nutcracker

-

-

of Silberhaus

Godfather of Clara

Prince

Mouse King-Fearsome head of the mice

Sugar Plum FaÍry

Prince Coqueluche- Cavalier of the Sugar Plum Fairy

Guests, servants, mechanical dolls, toy soldiers, afiny of mice, gingerbread soldiers,
hussars, grenadiers, artillerymen, flowers, snowflakes, tea, coffee, chocolate, flutes.

There are countless versions of The Nutcracker performed each year throughout the

country. Sims (1996) in a survey of The Nutcracker productions across North America
estimates that an average production employs 109 dancers and may have as many as 200
dancers

filling out the cast. The multitude of

costumes designed for such productions

reaches a staggering number. This thesis looked at the costumes of the four principal roles

within the productions

as being representative

of the libretto. The four characters were

identified according to the names occurring in the original libretto: Clara,Nutcracker,
Drosselmayer, and Sugar Plum Fairy.

OEJECTTVES

There were four specific objectives to this study.

1. To document the similarities and differences in costumes of four principal figures in
productions af The Nutcracker between two major Canadian ballet companies, the Royal
Winnipeg Ballçt Company and thc National Ballet of Canada.

2. To document

the history of The Nutcracker at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet and the

National Ballet of Canada.
3. To add to the existing limited body of knowledge in Canadian ballet historythereby
increasing awareness of ballet as an art form.
4. To document the role of traditian af The Nutcraeker at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet and
the National Ballet of Canada.

JÜ-STIFICA.TION

T-he

topic of costume history is not well riocumented in baliet productions in

general and it has received little attention on the local or national level within Canada. In

recognition ofthe need for documentation ofdance research, the Society for Canadian
Dance Stu<iies was formed toward the end of2000 in Toronto. The Society's mandate is to
promote preservation of Canaciian dance history and to increase the profile ofCanadian
dance studies in the academic environment an<i in the general populous. The value of this

study appears to be timely.

Tle tradition of Yuieticie presentatíons of

The Nutcracker is a phenomenon that

appears to be est¿biished in Canada and in other regions ofNlorth America. Documentation

of the performance and costume history of The Nutcracker Baliet by the two major
Cana<üan baiiet companies

wiil

assist in enhancing the awareness of bailet in the creative

arts as well as its vaiue in society.
T'tre importance of maintaining a production
season was explained by

of

'The

Nutcracker each Chrisfinas

Philip Rosemond (personal communication" November 23,2000|.

fuIr. Rosemond has been a choreographer for twenty years and has danced principal roles
The N-utcracker inseveral diflferent major companies in

in

North America. He stated that

most companies have determined inat'The Nutcracker is the economic basis for generating
funds and sustaining the company. To exclude the production from its repertoire is to

invite economic disaster during
cutbacks.

a

time when monetary funds for the arts have seen drastic

LIMITATIONS
This study was limited to the prociuction s of The Nutcrackerat the Royat W-innipeg
Ballet and the National Baliet ofCanada from its infioduction into the repertoire ofthe
companies up to and including tîre 20t0 season.
The four principal characters of each seasonal Nutcrocker production performed
were examined. The time span ofthe study \¡/as a period ofapproximately 36 years

involving productions from two baiiet companies. The average number of dancers (I09)
would entail researching costumes of a huge magnitude even with the knowledge that new
costumes would not have been constructe<i each year

ofthe productions'presentation.

Fbur prominent roles were therefore chosen as being a significant representation for
documenting costume history.

Definitions

The foilowing definitions, taken from Greskovic (t998) were used inthis study:

Classical Tutu

- À special short <iance costume composed

of a bodice, basque, and brieß

with many layers of net sewn to the brieß forming a crisp, inverted umbrella sirape.
Dívertlssement

- A dance number

oilered to divert the audience's attention with

momentary entertainment. Dispiays of ciancing for the sake of dancing, rather than for the
sake

ofnarrative or dramatic effect.

LÍbretto
Pas

d-e

-

The text of a long musical work.

deux

-

The piece de resistance ofthe ballet structure in the classical ballet. T-he

parffrering of the leading maie and female dancers in a "dance for two".

Pertbrmance

-

A theatrical work executed before a live audience.

I
Production

- A theatrícal work.

RomantÍc tutu

- A dancewear costume composed of a bodice, basque, and briefs with

iayers of net falling from the briefs to approximately 13 inches from the floor and forming
a soft, bell-like silhouette.
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CHAPTER T$/O

LITERATURE REVIE1V
The history ofPeter Tbhaikovsþ's The Nutcracker reveals a vast quantity

of

variations ofthe libretto tiroughout the years from that originally scored by the
choreographer Marius Petipa and completed by the second baliet master and Petipa's
assistant Lev lvanov. The Cincinnati Ballet in 1979 danceci The Nutcracker simllar to the

old production by the Vic-Wells Baliet of 1934; Nureyev's controversial Royal Baiiet
production of 1968 reinterpreted the ciraracter personaiities, and in t966 the Stuttgart
Ballet by Joim Cranko changed the iibretto and setting ofthe story (Clarke, 1968; Clark,

i976; Anderson, i979). The one aspect that has remained constant tiroughout in virtualty
ail productions is the musical score composed by Tchaikovsþ in t892 (Patrick, t998).

ln 189I, Ivan Aiexandrovitch Vsevolojsþ, Director ofthe Imperial -theatres in St.
Petersburg, Russia, commissioned Peter

Tchaikovsþ to compose a score for a new batlet.

The previor¡s year, The Sleeping Beauty, with Tchaikovsþ as composer and Marius Petipa
as choreographer, had been a triumphant success.
success

Vsevolojsþ was anxious to sustain the

ofthe company by producing another profitable baltet utiiizing the talents ofboth

Tchaikovsþ and Petipa. He chose a story based on E.T.A. Hoffrnan's

tal.e

of The

Nutcracker anrÌ the Mouse Kingpublished in t8t6 (Wiley, 1985). Aiexandre Dumas had

written a popular French interpretation ofthe taîe entitledThe Nutcracker of Nuremberg.

It was this version that Vsevolojsþ and Petipa adopted

as the basis

for their bailet

(andersorg 1,979),
Petipa submitteci to Tchaikovsþ his detailed notes for the choreography ofthe

baliet for the composerto use as his working plan. Tchaikovsþ had misgivings

il
concerning the fragile theme ofthe ballet finding it without substance and lacking the
beauty of Swan Lake or Sleeptng Beauty,his previous successes. He felt it was doomed to

fail. Durin g early rehearsals of the bailet, Petipa became ill, ieaving the choreography to
be completed by his assistant Lev lvanov (Anderson,1979).
The Nutcracker premiered on December 18,1892 at the

Petersburg, conducte<i by Riccardo Drigo an<i costumed by

Maryinsþ Theatre in St.

Vsevoiojsþ. The reviews

were not favorable and it received only a lukewarm reception from the Russian audience.

Although the musicai score and the choreography were not appreciated dwingThe
Nutcracker

"s

first performance, the costumes were praised,

as reported

by Wiley (1985) in

a letter stating, "we read reports praising the drawings of the costumes:... one more

beautiful than the last, and ltheyJ reveal their artist's excellent taste both in elegance and in
the combination ofcolours" (p.204). Neither Tchaikovsþ nor his critics coui<i have
predicted that The N-utcracker would become the most famous work ofhis tftree baliets and
the Nutcracker Suite one of the

world's best-i':nown concert pieces.

The first important staging of The Nutcracker in Western Europe opened at the Old

Vic and Sadler's Wells Theatres on January 30,1934. The baliet company ofVic Wells
under the direction ofRussian teacher, Nicholas Sergeyev, presented a production based

upon the recollections of Sergeyev from the time he spent at the Maryinsþ under Petípa.
When he departed from Russia for Britain, he took with him a copy ofthe notated scores

ofthe original choreography from Petipa's collection. The Russian influence of

The

Nutcracker was well received in London despite the criticism of several sections ofthe
choreography (Anderson, 1979). The Vìc Wells ballet, iater named the Sariler's'Wells, and
then in recognition of its contribution to contemporary bailet received a Royal Charter

t2

becoming the Royal Ballet ofBritain, produced the ballet under the French title, Ca*sseNoisette (Patrick, 1998).
Nureyev presenteci his rather controversial production with the Royal Fiallet at
Covent Garden, London in 1968. Often <iescribed as boring and excessivety opulent with
an eccentric twist ofcharacters,

it has still

seen several revivals (Clarke, 196S).

By 1976,

the popularity of The Núcracker ha¡i risen anci could be seen performed during the
Christmas season by four different companies, the Royal Ballet, Festival Baliet, the
Scottish Baliet, and Ballet Intemational.

By 1973, in the Lyceum Theatre in Edinburgtq Scotlanci, The Scottish Theatre
Baiiet presented its first full-iength version of 'Ihe Nutcrøcker. The second act had been
performed the previous year and its success haci ieci Peter Darrell to expand the production.

It

openeci on December 19 to record advance

box-ofiîce sales (Goodwin, 1974).

The Nutcracker spread across'Western Europe

with different adaptations although

the music of Tchaikovsþ wouÎd be a constant characteristic ofthe productions.

In

1937

if

appeared in La Scala, Milan with costumes produced by the artist Alexander Benois and

exhibiting a departure from the original designs and story line. Paris Opera-Comique
presented its version the following year. The Royal Danish Batlet, one

ofthe oldest baltet

companies in existence, staged a traditional production of The Natcracker in I97t,

delighting the Copenhagen audience (Anderson, 1979).
IfW-estern Europe was entertained by The Nutcracker,the home of its intense

popularity has become North America. The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo is credited with
its arrival on the American stage. October 17, Ig4t,the touring company composeci
mainly ofRussian ciescencients, presented an abbreviated version of 'Ihe Nutcracker at the
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51't Street Theater, New York City. Because of the success it received, The Nutcracker
remaine<i in the repertoire
ÏV"ar

ofthe company. Cauglrt in America with the outbreak of V/orld

II, the company remained in the Uniteci States thus becoming

an American

ballet

company in all but its name (Maynard, 1973).
The first full-length American Nutcrøeker was choreographed by William
Christensen for the San Francisco Baliet and staged

in 1g44. Influenced by the presence of

alatge White Russian balletomane community and the need to fîtl the vacant Opera House
during the Christrnas season, Christensen deliberated with Alexandra Danilova, ballerina

of the Baliet Russe de Monte Carlo and the Russian-born choreographer George
Baianchine (Maynard, 1973). Anderson ('1979) writes that Balanciúne was immenseiy
enthusiastic about the project as "perhaps being the seed out ofwhich woul<i grow a new
Balanchine production of Ihe Nutcracker a decade later" (p. 109-II2).
P. Rosemond (personal communication, November 23,20A0) clarified the

beginnings of the popularity of 'The Nutcracker.In 1953, George Baianchine recognized
that ifmarketed correctly, a spectacuiar prociuction of The Nutcracker could generate a
great deal ofmoney for the company thus altowing the company to continue through the
season

with less debt. He

ha<i the

foresiglrt to see that it could become the new seasonal

phenomenon. On February of 1954 the New York City Batlet, at New York Cify Center,
presented its most costly production to date (Taper, L963). Ihe Nutcrac,ter was so
successful that

it was performed the following year in December

an<i almost doubled

saîes. Reviewed by walter Têrry, February 3,1954 he wrote, "It is, indeed, a real
spectacle, rich in excitement, impeccabÎe in taste and by all indications of audience
response, a roaring

hit" (p. 286).

ticket
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Balanchine recognized the value of the rising medium of television although he
remained skeptical that it would adequately portray the power of ballet. In 1958 he
produced an adaptation of his Nutcracker for a 90-minute live broadcast on CBS. The
success of this

work was follorved over the years by other versions during the holiday

season (Fisher, 1998).

Bala¡rchine redesigned his successful ballet in 1964 to accommodate the increased
size of the New York

city Ballet's new home, Lincoln Centre (McDonagh, l9g3). It

remains such a durable success that today its five-week run continues to be sold-out in
advance of its Christmas season. The American tradition of the seasonal performance
The Nutcracker was

firmiy established rvith the

success of Balanchine's New

of

York

creation (P. S. Rosemond, personal communication, Nov. 23,2000).
Ro)¡ai Winnipeg Ballet
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet is the second oldest ballet company in North America

(Wyman, 1978). The distinction of the oldest North American ballet company is hetd by
the San Francisco Ballet established in 1933. The development of the Royal lVinnipeg

Ballet grew out of the Winnipeg Ballet Club established by Gweneth Lloyd and Betty
Fanaily in the spring of 1938. Lioyd, with her friend Betty Farrally, had arrived from
England with a passion for dance and a desire to establish avenue forballet. The Winnipeg

Ballet Club performed its first-fuil scale presentation at the Playhouse Theatre on June 11,
1940. choreographed by Lloyd, it offèred a program that appealed to everyûne, a
characteristic of the company that rvas its foundation for success and continued audience
appeal (Wyman, 1978). The program consisted of seven Divertissements inthe classical
style set to the music of Tchaikovsþ and Arensþ, a three act comedy ballet The ïTager,
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and Kik¡watt

Magic which was noted as a futuristic batlet in content ("Ballet Thrills,"

te40).
The lVinnipeg Ballet organized itself as a professional company

in1949. Lloyd

was named director of the ballet and Farrally remained its ballet mistress. The company
wanted, as its objective, to obtain maximum exposure at the least cost to enswe its

survival. In 1950 Lloyd left the company to reside in Toronto but maint¿ined her role

as

director of the Winnipeg Bailet and contributed several choreographed rvorks to the
company (Dafoe, 1990),

In 1951

Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh arrived in Winnipeg during

a tour of Canada. The Winnipeg Ballet gave its first Royal Command performance as the

cultural offering from the city of Winnipeg on October 16 atthe Winnipeg Civic Centre.
The program presented to the royal couple emphasized the company's classical technique

in Ballet Premier, etudes choreographed by Arnold Spohr andVisages, "dance of rnasks"
that shorved the cosmopolitanism of the prairie city ('Bailet Expresses,"195l). Shortly
after her coronation in 1953, Queen Elizabeth granted the Winnipeg Ballet a royal charter.
There were at that time, only two other ballet companies in the world that were designated

"royal". This title proved to be a very marketable commodity when performing in other
countries ('Wyman, 1989).

A disastrous fire in June i954 delayed the work of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet. The
company lost its complete inventory of material possessions: the detailed notes ofthe
many choreographies by Gweneth Lloyd, the numerous elaborate costumes from its many
productions, the original musical scores, and the set designs. The company struggled over
the following year to reorganize financially before its next performance (Wyman, 1978).

t6

Arnold Spohr was appointed artistic director in I958,

a move that proved to be

refreshing for the company. The Royal WinnipegBailet looked to Spoîr, a former

WinnipegBallet dancer, to rescue the company from its shaky financial position and
restore the contemporary expression of its beginning philosophies that had been lost over
the reorganizing years ('Tdea,- 1971). "His programming piriiosophy was always
determined by the basic principles of entertainment on which Lloyd and Fanally had
founded the company, but he was always carefi.rl to provide his dancers with work that let
them grow as artists" (Wyman, 1989, pp. 82-83).
Spohr made steady progress toward
a future

firlfÏIling the ideais of the company and setting

direction. Programs that appealed to the generai audience were offered, guest

performers appeareci from other companies: the Kirov, the Royal Danish, and the Bolshoi

@afoe, 1990). Cnoreographers from outside the company were invited to contribute their
talent: Agnes de Mille brought her baliet 'fhe Bitter Weirdto \ilInnipeg accompanied by
the musical score from Brigadoon, George Balanchine mounted his Pas de dix and
Nleumeier contribute<i his contemporary Rondo (Wyman, 19Sg). Audience support grew in

the 1989 season and the rigorous touring schedule \Mith its modernistic flavor consisted

of

performances in 493 cities and towns, in 37 countries spanning five confinents over a 30week period (Hennig, 1989).

Brian MacDonald was appointed the ärst official choreographer to the company
and the

lirst appointed Canadian choreographer in

1964, contributing

t4 ballets to the

company. ÈIis works Aímez-vouv Bach and Pas D'Action attracted the attention of Ted
Shawn, North America's pioneer of ciance. His invitation extended to the company to

perform at the influential Jacob's Piliow Dance Festival in Massachusetts, which Shawn
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had founded, was said by Spohr to be the beginning of fame for the Royal Winnipeg Ballet

(V/yman, 1978).

JoÌn Neumeier became the second oft"rcial choreographer to the company in t973
and was acÎ'nowledged as one

ofthe most important choreographers inEurope. V/ith his

European experience he brought to the company a fresh artistic interpretation and a netv
bolci, and modem approach (lù-yman, 1989). His contemporary interpretation

Nutcracker was performed over a25-year period.

of

t

The Royal ïVinnipeg Ballet School was estabiished in I97tJ, produced the classical

ballerina Evelyn Hart and gave Spoir the opportunity to move the company into a classical
direction, as he "reshaped the company's repertoire in large part to accommodate her

taients..."(Wyman, I991, p.5l). Adcieritotherepertoire wereRomeo andJuiíerin I98t,
Giseiie in 1982, and Swan Lake in 1984 (W-yman, t989). At the lnternationai Baiiet
Fþstival in V-arna in 1980, Hart captured the gold medal making her the first Canadianbom, Cana<iian-trained dancer to acirieve this triumph. The continued international
successes

ofHart placed the company into a ne\¡/ era ofrecognition (Dafoe, 1990).

Arnold Spoir retired in 1987 after the completion of 29 years of artistic direction
and challenge. His recognition

ofthe auciience's taste with his eciectic repertoire hetped

him to buil<i a company that became internationally recognizabÌe and accepted for its
artistry and technical abiÌities (Mclain, t983). Successive artistic directors îrave
maintained the integrity and the appeal ofthe Royal Winnipeg Ballet as a company that is
acclaimed for its mixed repertoire, performing the classics and presenting contemporary

works (Kelly, 1993).

I

Neumeier called his bal7et Nutcracker and was very particular that this title be used instead of The
Natcveckev (T. Pattersoq personal communication, Jure 2001).

l8

In

1996, Anrire Lewis was appointed artistic director. Trained at the Royal

Winnipeg Ballet school, he joined the company upon graduation. In lggg,Lewis retired
Neumeier's twenty-six year old version of Nutcracker andreplaced it with the
commissioned work ofMark Godden. His direction and vision for the company remains
rooted in the history ofthe ballet founders.
The Royai Winnipeg Ballet company maintains the honor ofbeing the oldest
Canadian baliet company but it no ionger stands aione as a Canadian cultural icon. Several
years after its inception a new company was formeci. From its beginnings

it was

envisioned as a national baiiet company with the aspirations ofexisting without regionai
prejudices.

National Ballet of Canada

In

1950, the idea

offorming aNationai BalÌet Company for

Canacia situated

in

Tbronto was considere<i. The success ofthe previous Ballet Fêstivais organizeri as a
showcase for Canadian talent and intent on promoting interest in baliet across the counûy,
Îed

tiree society women to begin the planning for

a company that

wouid represent the

nationalistic spirit of Canada @arnes, 1997). Mrs. J.D. Woods, Mrs. R. B. W-hitehead, and
Mrs. F. J. Mulqueen spearheadeci the search for an artistic director ('W-hittaker, 1967). An

invitation was extendecî to Ceiia Franca, a former bailerina of Sadler's Wells Ballet and a
choreographer worl:ing as a free lancer in London, to serve as artistic dírector. Franca's
range of experience, her folÎowing in the contemporary English ballettradition" and her

training in the principles ofthe Cecchetti methoci set the direction for the beginnings of a
new Canadian baiiet company (Wyman, 1989). The Cecchetti method was establishe<i by

Enrico Cecchetti who laid down a strict routine of set <iaiiy exercises examinable by The
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Imperial Society of Teachers ofDancing wirich had raiseci the standard of dancing and
teaching tiroughout Europe (Greskovic, L998).
On November 12,I95I, the Canadian National Ballet which had a name change to
the National Ballet of Canada in January 1952, performeri

it first fuli program at the Eaton

,A.uditorium in Toronto. Cnoreographed by Franca herself, the program was designed for
broa<i appeal to, as yet, an unsophisticated audience. Weii known works were performed,
Les Sylphídes, the pas de deux from Giselle, the Polovetsian dances from Prince

Dance of Saiome (Whittaker, 1967). The opening performance

\ryas

lgor, and

conducted by a young

unknown, George Crum who would remain the company's musical director and conductor

until 1984

(NTeufeld, 1996).

Franca estabiished an artistic support group to strengthen the company anci
encourage its growth. Two individuals, BetE Oiiphant and Kay Ambrose, became known

for their signiÌicant contribution to the company. Oiiphant had known Franca in Engtand
<iuring their earþ days of dance

training.

She followe<i a teaching career that brought her

to Canada to become one of the founding members of the Canadian Dance Teachers
Association (Oliphant,1996). Ambrose was also from Engiand with a backgroun<i in

writing and illustration and author of several short works on the technical aspects ofballet.
Her coÎlaboration on an unfinished work with Franca, brought her to Canada in t95I

(Neuteld, t99ó).
Betty Oliphant's association with the company as ballet mistress began in
September 1952. She commenced the task of schooling the company dancers in the
demanding technical method of Cecchetti. rW-hen the National Ballet School was founded

in

1959, Oliphant implemented the Cecchetti method in the teaching program

ofthe school
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(Oliphant, 1999). Of Oliphant, James Neufeld (1996) stated, "After Franc4 she exercised
the single most decisive influence on the schooling of its dancers, both as a bailet mistress
and as teacher and mentor

ofthe children who aspired to join the company" (p.40).

Kay Ambrose applied her skills to every technical aspect ofthe operation ofthe
company, after joining the group in September 1952 as public relations offrcer. At a time
when financiai resources were strained, Ambrose took charge ofset cÍesign, became the
resident designer reproducing costumes for the productions, acted as therapist and
physiotherapist to the company of dancers, and fostered publicity for the company. She
was Franca's strong ally in estabiishing the basis of the company until her departure a
decade later (Neufeid, 1996).

The early years ofthe National Ballet of Canada were modele<i on Sadler's'W-ells, a
renowned Engiish company cÎancing at Covent Garden, whose principies and ideals Fianca
had brougirt with her to the ne\ry company in Canada. She was interested in establishing

the classical style of baliet at the National Ballet. The first resi<ient choreographer was not
appointed untii 1963. Franca discovered Grant Strate in Edmonton, Aiberta studying law
and involved in modern dance. Strate

initially served

as a character member

for several

years, learning the vocabulary and principies of ciassical ballet before being entrusteci

with

the choreography ofthe company (V/yman, t989). FIis avant garde attitude led him to an
interest in Baianchine an<i other American choreographers an<i a beliefthat the N'ational

Ballet shouÎd look toward A¡nerica for direction rather than to the European form of dance
that was considered purest in its style. Franca however, heid steadfast in her views for the
direction ofthe company (Neufelci, t996).
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In the spring of 1964, the N-ational Ballet of Canada moved from the smail Royal
Alexandra Theatre to the larger O'Keefe Centre. The spacious tlreatre allowed for larger
works to be added to the existing repertoire (Maynard,

I97l).

The production of John

Cranko's Romeo and Juliet the same year, estabiishe the reputation of the company as a

principal producer ofthe ftrlly scored classics (W-yrnan, 1989).

A wave ofnationalism swept across Canada during the 1960s. In 1964, the
Canadian government under Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson, gâVo the country a distinct

national flag, the maple ieafl

In

lg67,the centennial celebrations of Confederation were

taking place and that same year saw the opening ofExpo in Montreal.

Iî

7969, the new

Canadian $46.4 million National Arts Centre was opened in Ottawa to encourage the

performing arfs tiroughout Canada. Ttre National Ballet ofCanada officially opened the
opera house at the Centre

with its premier of French choreographer Roian<i Petit's ballet

Kroanerg (Maynard, l97l). The national pride for all things Canadian came at an excellent
time for the National Ballet ofCanada.

Max Wyman (1989) stateci, "Expo and the centennial ...made the arts politically
desirable-as image-enhancers abroad, and as tools to develop and define a disfinctly

Canadian culture at home and as the political desirability of the arts grew, the purse-strings
loosened" (p. IaO).

In

1967, with increaseci frrnds from the Canada Council, the National

Ballet ofCanada added the new lavish pro<iuction of The Nutcracker and an equally lavish
remaking of Swsn Lake to its repertoire. These addiúons fi;rther amplified the tone of a
classical ballet company (W-yman, I989).
The foliowing year, Franca choreographeci the fuil-length ballet Cinderella.
Despite having the i'lnowiedge that the company was under süained financial
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circumstances, she felt it was important to have a new ballet. Production costs soared far

abovethebudgetbefore Cindereila'sopeningonApril I5, I968. Reviewsofthebaltet
were poor and it survived only thirteen performances. The National's Board ofDirectors
placed Franca's work under close scrutiny. Franca was unabie to accept the board's

financial responsibility at the expense ofher artistic

freedom. Wlth the company in

financial difficulty and Franca's artistic authority being questioned, Celia Franca resigned.
She would later withdraw her resignation but would never again exert her strong influence

upon the company. Franca took her final leave from the company in 1975 (Wyman, 1989).
l-n the

fail of 1975, Alexander Grant was appointed artistic <iirector. His

background as principal dancer with the Royal Bailet at Covent Gar<ien and his association

with the choreography ofFrederick Ashton brought to the National Baîiet ofCanada a
fresh approach [N]-eufeld,1996). In the first tlree years with the company, Grant included

five ofAshton's story- baliets, productions that were abstract rather than classical, forcing
the company in new directions. He continued to experiment with originai works by the

National Baliet School prodigy, James Kudelka, as well as with Constantin Patsalas, and
Ann Ditchburn. However, the new resulting icientity crisis for the ballet company did not
sustain the box ofüce appeal and Grant was released from his contract (Wyman, 1989),

Erik Bruhn was artistic director from 1983 until iús death in 1986. His long
association with the company anci Îris international reputation and experience, helped to
restore the selËimage ofthe company and winthe respect ofthe Canadian audience. His
emphasis onteamwork, responsibility, and the creation ofnew opportunities for young
dancers, aided in the formation of an energized and artistic ballet company (T.l-eufelci,

i996). The addition of Canadian modern works, performed by Canadian artists from
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outside the company, led the National Ballet ofCanada to an expression of Canadian

culture (W-yman, 1989). His boid direction for the company haci also given it a long
awaited international recognition.

Dtring

a short interim period

of 1987-1989, the Nationai Baliet of

under a co-artistic directorship of Valerie

__W---ilder

Canada existed

and Lynn Wallis acting as gui<ies, aiong

with Gien Tetly who initiated the works of Sir Kenneth MacMillan's Song of the Earth in
1987 and GIoria

in 1989. Tetly placed his focus

on contemporary works while rotatingthe

company' s exi sting clas s ic s (T,l-eufe lci, 199 6).
Reid An<ierson who had been a member ofJohn Cranko's Sttrttgart Ballet was
chosen as artistic director

in I989. His prociuction in

1992 of Cranko's The Tamíng of the

Shrew sust¿ineci popuiar audience appeal an<i was central to the financial support ofthe

company. In the same year he appointed James Kudelka as artist in residence and
supporting choreographer (Citron, 1994). By 1996, the decrease offunds to the Nationai

Baliet by government cutbacks initiated the decision by Anderson to return to the Stufigart
Baîîet (Neufeld, I 996).
In February 1996, James Ku<ielka was appointed as the new artistic director ofthe
National Ballet of Canada marking the first time in the National Baliet"s history that the
company was to be directed by a choreographer. Kudelka hari a long relationship with the

National BaÎlet beginning as a sturient in the National Ballet School at the age often. He
had joined the company upon his graduation as a member

I98I until

1990 he u/as a principai dancer

ofthe co{ps de ballet. From

with les Grands Ballets Canadiens, rising to the

position of resident choreographer (Citron,1994). He returned to the Nationai Ballet as
artistic director under Reid Anderson bringing with him his unique ability to marry
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classicai ballet tra<iition to the freedom ofmodern movement. The works ofKudelka are

known for their diversity and emotional depth and their inventive choreography on themes

oflove, sex and death (Fisher, 1998).
Performance Costume
Costume piays an important an<i diversified role in the performing arts. Costume is
as oici as the representation of man expressing emotion and conveying the rites of religious

beließ in primitive societies. The purpose of costume has always been to attract the eye
anci appeal to the audience, intensified by the frame or setting surrounding the event

(Hoilander, 1978). The history of costume in performance was traditionatîy related
directiy to the iústorical image of <iress ofthe period. Performers ofthe court ballets
during the reigns of King Louis XItr and Louis XIV dressed luxuriously expressingthe
extravagance ofthe time and the power ofthe spectacies with ciisregar<i for appropriateness

ofcharacter portrayal (Jonas, 1992). During the second halfofthe eighteenth century
reformers such as Dicierot and Voitaire in France, initiated a realistic aesthetic movement

in w?rich costume emuiated the character but with disregard for the surrounding backdrop
(Clarke & Crisp, 1973). With the stage revolutions ofthe twentieth century, costume was
recognized as an integral part ofthe entire performance, one that forms a component ofthe

visuai unit ofthe production (Laver, 1964).
Costume in modern performance establishes character identification ofthe

performer and invites immediate participation from the audience as they begin to interpret
the life or movements ofthe imaginary person. The efnect ofthe visual portrayal suggests
the life, con<ütions, an<i personality of each character that wiil be known to the audience

for only a short period oftime. It permits the audience to make an interpretation ofthe
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character and enter into the meaning ofthe text (Crampton,7972). It is an active part

of

the communication system between the performer and the spectator.
The atmosphere ofthe performance is reflected in the costume as it signifies the
mood, time, and place of the action by the use of fabric texture, siihouette, and color

(Motley, 1992). Texture elicits clues: satin is associated with luxuriousness and
refinement, soft wool and fleece denotes feeiings ofcoziness and warmth, velvet speaks

of

richness, rough muslins and burlap evoke the feeling ofpoverty. The noted costume
designer Karinska stated that fabric influences audience's perceptions of the character in

addition to affecting the performers reactions to the costume as they respond to the sensory
feel ofthe materials (Bentiy, 1995).
Color portrays the symbolic essence ofthe character and emits emotions that we
have come to i<Íentify with specific meanings.

T-'tre

use of color is the illustration of words

conveying action and reaction both in the actor and in the audience (Komisarjevsþ, 1932).

Employing red allucies to excitement or passion, yellow imparts the joy of sunlight, purpie
the suggestion of royalty, white the symbol ofpurity, and black the perception of a vitlain

or death (Ingham & Covey, 1992). The use ofcolor within the context ofcostume
firnction is a complex issue involving the sciences ofphysics, chemistry and psychology
and is beyond the scope

ofthis thesis but is certainly relevant to the understanding of

cosfume performance.

Komisarjevsþ (t932) emphasizes the role costume plays in assisting the performer
in the interpretation of a character. S. Kaiser (199û) expresses the process in terms of how
a

performer embraces a role. The performer internalizes the role as a selÊconcept and is

able to communicate this image for the perioci during which the costume is worn. The
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internalization ofthe performer's role projects an imme<äate impact upon the audience
assisting in the interpretation of the event.

Ballet in performance requires

a very visuaî

portrayal of character in costume in a

medium where there is no spoken word. Ballet costume accentuates the line and
movement ofthe body but adheres to the basic functions

ofall performance costume. It is

not only a wrapper for the dancer's bo<iy, it communicates action and character and
reinterprets the performance through its shifts in meaning.
The foilowing chapter outlines the methodological approach for this study. In

particular, historical research is reviewed.
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CTTAPTER THREE

METIIODOLOGY

A research methodology was developed to carry out the objectives ofthe study.
There were four cÍetermined objectives within this research. The first objective was to
ciocument the similarities and differences in costumes of four representative figures in

productions of l-he Nutcracker between the Royal Winnipeg Baltet and the Natioiral Battet

of Canada. T'he seconci objective was to document the history of The Nutcracker at the
Royai Winnipeg Ballet and the National Bailet of Cana<ia.

T-he

third objective was to add

to the limited body ofknowledge in Canadian bailet iristory, thereby increasing awareness
of ballet's art form. The fourth objective was to ciocument the role oftradition of The
Nutcracker at the Royai Winnipeg Ballet and the Nationai Ballet of Canada. The research
method employed to meet these objectives was archival. Anatysis was assisted through the
use

of a data collection sheet and a classification system. This chapter examines the

research approach, preliminary research, a classification system for analysis, identification

of archives, awl data collection.
Research approach

This thesis is a historical study comparing balîet costume from speciflrc productions

ofthe National Ballet of Canada and the Royal Winnipeg Bailet in addition to determining
audience appeal and establishingtraditional attendance atthe performance of The

Nutcracker. It is depencient upon archival research and incorporates a comparative
anaiysis.
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Skjelver (I97I) states that the historicai methoci of research provides the necessary
elements for the research process: integrity, objectivity, anci scholarship. Layson (t998) on

writing ofhistoricai dance research supports the necessity ofprimary documentation
sources as a means of historical evidence for interpretations of characteristics
dance and dance costume. Carter (1998) writes

of

relatingto

ofthe state oftransition ofdance studies in

order to ensure the validity of its research in an area where analysis in the arts in general
and dance in particular, has traditionaily been treated with suspicion for its analytical

nature. Layson (1998) reports that the use ofvisual and audio sources are being established
as primary sources for costume anci dance interpretation and

will

have a greater emphasis

in the future of dance methodologr.
The historicai method of Skjelver's paper provicied the framework for tiús study.

Skjeiver (1971) divides the approach to classification of sources into two categories,
remains and records. The method for use in this study was one of records. Recorcis were
subdivided into mute and verbal designations. Mute ¡ecords included photographs,
drawings, and paintings that required anaiysis and interpretation oftheir intrinsic
characteristics. In this study, photographic evidence was the principal sowce ofvisual
documentation. Verbai records which may be oral or written are the traditional source

of

ciocumentation for the historical method and reiy heaviiy on primary source documents.
Such documentation included the use oftheatrical progÍams, costume bibles, and written

documents as provided in archival holdings.
Costume historians have long turned to the use ofpaintings as a method

of

documenting costume where a scarcity of extant garments exist. Naomi Tarrant (1995)

iiiustrates from the works of the artist Aiian Ramsay, the process of interpreting costume
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information while being vigilant of artistic expression and the <Íiffîculties in the use of

porfraits. Claudia Kidwell (1997) interprets costume through the portraits of artist John
Coptey reviewing the problems posed in reliably identifying and interpreting dress with

accwacy in paintings. The introduction ofphotographic replication in the I830s provided
a

fi.rther avenue for costume documentation where paintings or surviving garments may

not exist or may not be of sufficient num-bers. Gerilyn Tandberg (1987) studie<i late
nineteenth century immigrant clothing on the northern plains of the United States.

Surviving photographs from four Scandinavian families were used to reveal the influence

ofthe motheriand clothing on the accepted clothing ofthe northern plains area. John
Adams-Graf (I995) documented the various styles of shirts worn by the gold miners in

California during the years ofthe gol<i rush from the use of daguerra-type images.

Classification system

A classification system was developed patterned on two existing systems
outline<i

beiow A combination ofboth

data obt¿ined

systems best meets the neecis for

as

anaþing the

inthis study.

The ärst cÎassification system was based on the development of a modei by Pamela

Schiick (1988). The system identifies and organizes artifact information for identification,
anci ciating through a

hierarchy. The primary classes in Schlick's system are garment and

accessory with subcategories ofeach class. See Appendix A.

The second classification system ofRoach-Higgrns and Eicher (1992) provided a
scheme for cross-referencing body mociifications, ways of changtng the perception

ofthe
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body and body supplements, wirich create illusion ofbody characteristics, with properties
as a mecüum

Table

for interpreting identify. See Appendix B.

I

outlines the combined classification systems formulated for categonnng

visuai properties of costumes. This system, borrowing from Schlick, enables the simplicity
of identifying categories while including nomenclature adapted from Roach-Higgins and
Eicher (1992) that would best categonzethe study ofballet costume. Cross-referencing
these categories with seiected visuai properties that are pertinent to this study, is an

adaptation ofRoach-Higgrns and Eicher's classification system. This modified

classification system was used to develop a coilection sheet and was aiso used in the
comparative analysis ofballet costume from the Royal V/innipeg Baliet and the National

Baliet ofCanada.
Ta-ble

I.

Ciassification system for types of costume anci their properties

Visual Properties

Costunre

SiihoueÉÉe Besign

Líne BeÉail Þ¡olume Color/
Value

Body Torso

.{.Ilancewear:
- wrapped
- suspended
- shaped

B. Tutu:
- romantic
- classical

3t

Body Extremities
- headwear

- arm
- ieg
- footwear
Accessories
- attached
- unattached

Silhouette refers to the general outline of the form or the shape of a garment.
Design Line defines a form or space that may be straight, cwvilinear, soft, hard, harsh,

fâint, or combinations of iines that evoke visual interpretations. T.he evaiuation of design
iines was based upon the work ofMarian L. Davis (1987), a noteci authority on visual
design.

Detail refers to simplification or exaggeration ofthe costume eiements. In tÌris sturiy it

wili

be recorded as complicated detail or uncomplicated detail.

Volume is the amount of space thatucharacter occupies or contains. ln this study the
volume ofthe costume will be referenced in relationship to the body of the character and
measured as small, medium, or large in volume.

Color/Value: In this study it wilt not be possible to view alt the images in color, therefore
a sense

ofthe value (lightness or darkness ofthe costume color) will be recorded. The

color value wili be referenced as iight, medium, or dark.
The preliminary research was conducted in tåree stages. First, the researcher
explored books and periodicals on the historical backgrounci ofthe National Ballet

of

Cana<ia and the Royal Winnipeg Bailet to facilitate tfre understanding of the unique

spirit
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and character ofeach company. The history of Ihe Nutcracker was taced from its roots
St. Petersburg, Russia, to the spread

in

ofthe production in Western Ewope and terminating

with its arrival on the North American continent, in order to establish context.
From this research, four characters were chosen as representative ofthe costumes

of The Nutcracker. These characters, Ciara,Herr Drosselmeyer, Nutcracker, and the Sugar
PIum Fairy are principai roles within the producttonof The Nutcracker. As each
prociuction may have as many as200 dancers, many with cosfume changes, it is not
feasible to examine costumes of the entire cast. The preliminary research revealed that
each company has produce<i two productions of 72e Nutcracker. th choosing fogr
characters to examine within four productions, there

wili be a minimum of

16 costumes.

Expecting to find at least one costume change per character, the number of costumes
increases to

32. Ttre possibility

exists that costumes lryorn in performances

ofthe four

productions may have been replaced or rebuilt increasing the number of costumes
examined.
Secondly, primary documents were examined for visual information on selected
costumes ftomThe Nutcracker in additionto examining supporting information on

production s of The Nutcrackerpresented by the Royal Winnipeg Ballet and the N-ational

Ballet of Canada. These sources primarity involved performance photographs, souvenir
programs, histories ofthe ballet companies, ne\Mspaper reviews, and popular publications.

Primary source materials also included costume bibles which frequentty contain
photographs ofdesigner renderings in addition to their costume sketches.

Lastly, the information collecte<i from the primary documents was anaiyzed to
ciraw conclusions concerning costume simiiarities and differences between the Royal

JJ

Winnipeg Baiiet and the National Battet of Cana<Ía and to document the role that tradition
played in the production of 'The Nutøacker.
From the preiiminary research conducted the following holdings and materials
were used to support the research objectives.
Identifi cation of Archives
- National Ballet of Canacia archives, Toronto
- Royal Winnipeg Bailet archives, Winnipeg

- -lbronto Public library archives, Toronto
- University of Manitoba Dafoe

Library archives, \fuinnipeg

- University of Toronto archives, Toronto

Data coiiection sheet cieveiopment

An initial data sheet had been developeci modeied after a data coliection sheet by
Clayton-Gouthro (t996) to recorci characteristics ofthe representative costume from the
visuaÎ archival sources. See Appendix C. Units ofanalysis were i<ientified to establish a
consistency during recording ofthe data. The purpose ofthis recorded data was to aid in
determining possible correlations that existed between the costumes ofthe Royat \üinnipeg

Bailet and the National Baliet of Canada.
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CT{APTER FOIJR

NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA

The process of arçhival research at the National Ballet of Canada was specific to

two productions of

l7z e

Nutcrackerballet. The first production relevant to this study was

Celia Franca's presentation of The Nutcracker rvhich premiered at the O'Keefe Centre in

Toronto on Decemb er 26ú , 1964 (See Appendix

D).

The second production of The

Nutcrecker I researched at the National Ballet of Canada archives was choreographed by
James Kudelka and opened at the Hummingbird Centre (formerly the

December 21,1995 (See Appendix

E). Celia Franca's

O'Keefe Centre) on

successful production ran

consistently each year for thirty one years, followed immediately in 1995 by James

Kudelka's new vision of The Nutcracker currently in the company's repertoire.
Following the parameters of this study, the four costume characters that I anaþed
from the National Ballet's Franca and Kudelka productions of The Nutcracker were the
principal roles of Clara, Drosselmayer, the Nutcracker/Prince, and the Sugar Plum Fairy.
Although these characters were the focus of the analysis, the set design and other costumes

within the production'were used to reference specific points of interest. The sources of
documentation found consisted of photographs, designer skçtches, costume bibles,
souvenir programs, newspaper reviews, and popular magazine reviews referencing l/ze

Nutcracker. The materials varied for each production and are listed rvithin the flrndings of
each production that follows.
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The Nutcracker of Celia Franca. 1964-1994

The primary source materials located at the National Ballet Archives for Celia
Franca's The Nutcracker were extensive for photographs throughout the history of the

production. The records contained in exoess of 600 black and white prints comprising
numerous photographs showing detailed views of the costumes worn by the four principat
roles chosen for this study. The surviving costume bible for this production was however,
scanty in content and contained no original costume sketehes by designer, Jurgen Rose.

Of

invaluable information were the in-house production notes, written for each new
production of The Nutcracker. Ballet Notes contained information on the libretto of The
Nutcracker, a synopsis of the choreography, the history of music by Tchaikovsþ specific

to The Nutcracker, and notes on the various designers involved with the production. The
archives contained an extensive file of newspaper articles and reviews on Franca's

production that was valuable in tracing the traditionof The Nutcracker at the National
Ballet of Canada.
The Toronto Public Library maintains a small collection related to the National

Ballet of Canada. Included within this collection were two costume designs by Jurgen
Rose. Unfortunately, they were not the character roles specific to my work but provided a
flavor for the production when looking at other aostumes.

Franca Besins The Nutcracker. 1964

In response to the need to produce a spectacular ballet for the National Ballct in
order to increase Canada Council grant funds and to rnove the company into a newphase

of growth, Celia Franca acquired John Cranko's Romeo and Juliet. The opening

of
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Cranko's successful story-ballet during the 1963-64 season, propelled the National Ballet
into a new sphere of productions and company expansion (lr{eufeld, 1996). Anxious to

follow up on the

success of the company's

full length Romeo

and Juliet,Franca

choreographcd her interpretation of The Nutcracker vnthcosfume and set designs by
Jurgen Rose (Neufeld, 1996).

The National Ballet's in house publication of Ballet Notes (1993), repcrted that
once Franc ahaddecided to create her own production of The Nutcra:cker,she relied upon

her own past dance experiencesinThe Nutcracker and the original work of Marius Petipa
and Lev

lvanov. Franca followed the Russian version that had been brought to England by

Nicholas Sergueyev, the one-time ballet master at the Maryinsþ Theatre in St. Petersburg.
Sergueyev had produced the ballet for the Sadler's Wells Theatrc Ballet

in

1934 and

Franca herself had performed in the production. She followed the basic story, retained the

music of Tchaikovsþ and as a choreogtapher, combined the original choreography and
that of the Sadler's Wells Ballet, with material of her own design.
The set designs and the costume designs for The National Ballet of Canada's

production of The Nutcracker were crafted by Jurgen Rose. Rose's designs for Cranko's
Romeo and Juliet were lavish and filled the stage of the vast O'Keefe Centre. Franca

recognized the suitability of Rose's work for hcr intended spectacle of The Nutcracker

(Whiuaker,1967).
Bom in Bernburg East Germany in 1937, Rose rvas recognized in his native land
and on the intemational level as a notable designer for ballet, oper4 and theafre.

At the

conclusion of World War II, a proliferation of German ballet companies appeared, most

notably the outstanding achievements and successes of the Stuttgart Batlet (Clarke

&
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Crisp, 1978). Rose began his collaboration with John Cranko at the Stuttgart Ballet in

lg62,creatingRomeoandJulietandcontinuingwiththework of SwanLake.2 In 1978he
was awarded the John Cranko Prize for his designs at an exhibition held in Stuttgart. Rose

collaborated on several ballets with artistiç director of the Hamburg Ballet, John Neumeier.

Neumeier's controver sial Nutcracker, vnthdesigns by Rose would later be staged for the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet. The career of Rose included a proliferation of opera designs
which encompassed the Vienna State Opera, the Munich State Opera, the Hamburg State
Opera, the Royal Opera of London, and the Salzburg Festival (Ballet Notes,

1964). This

vast range of experience in design and Jurgen Rose's fürmer association with Franca
through Cranko's Swan Lake was well suited to a creative and productive liaison between
Franoa and Rose for the 1964 production of The Nutcracker. When The National Ballet

Company premiered The Nutcracker,RalphHicklin of The Globe and Mail wrote, "The

chief triumph of the production is that of Jurgen Rose, the young German painter who
designed the settings and costumes" ("Evening's Nutcracker," 1964).

Franca created her story version of The Nutcracker with an eye to its translation

into a theatrical spectacle. This accomplishment involved the collaboration

of

choreography, set design, and costume with the focus always maintaining the integrity

of

the dancer and the movemçnt of dance. The story was çnhanced by the set design that
conveyed the time and place of the narrative and the costume reflected the characterization

of the roles. The interpretation and analysis of costume was generated by the story. The

following information contains the libretto of The Nutcracker, choreographed by Celia
Franca that premiered on Decernber 26,1964 (Souvenir program, 1964).

2

The Swan Lake production was later performed at the National Ballet of Canada as well as other works
designed by Rose including Onegin, Firebird, PoEme de L'Extasg and Traces (Ballet Notes, 1964).
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Libretto
Act I, Scene

I:

Home of the Silberhaus family, VictorianEra3

President and Mrs. Silberhaus prepare for the Chrístmas Eve celebrations behind
the locked doors of their living room. The focus of the preparations is the decorating

of

of

the Chrisfinas tree in anticipation of the arrival of their guests. There is a great amount

activity

as the presents are

carefully placed beneath the tree and the household servants

ready the room for the parly.

Through the keyhole of the locked door, Clara andEritz, the Silberhaus children,
peer excitedly through the keyhole. The guests make their a¡rival and soon there are many

excited children joining Clara and Fritz fo gaze through the keyhole at the magnificent,

glittering Christmas tree. Suddenly, the doors are thrown open and all the children hurl
themselves into the room. The excitement is followed by the exchanging of gifts, dancing,
and the creation of a wonderful party atmosphere.

In the midst of the merry-making, CouncilorDrosselmeyer, the magician, arrives
mysteriously from behind a screen of smoke. His unnatural appearance frightens some

of

the children but when he begins to distribute the toys he has brought for them, they
respond to his kindness and generosity. Drosselmeyer has brought with him two special

boxes filled with enchantment. Out of the boxes step four life-size clocklvork toys: a
Soldier, Columbine, Vivandiere, and Harlequin. To the delight of the entire paÉy, the toys
are wound up and begin to magically dance.

The young girls begin a parade around the room with thcir new doll caniages white
the boys harass them. Clara is so upset at the behaviour of the boys she begins to cry.

3

The Victorian Period in costume falls within the life of Queen Victoria The Nutcracker was first
performed in 1892 and many versions norv performed are set in the Victorian period.
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Drosselmeyer presents her with a Nutcracker doll to bring back her happiness. Fritz is

jealous of the present given to his sister and grabs the Nutcracker, smashing it on the floor.

After the guests depart, Clara places her injured Nutcracker doll beneath the
sparkling tree and goes to her bed but is so filled with the exçitement of the events, that shc
is unable to fall asleep. Against her mother's warnings thatthe living room is inhabited by

mice at night, she creeps into the living room at midnight to find her Nutcracker doll. She
is confronted by the King of the Mice as she enters the room and hastily runs to rescue her

Nutcracker only to discover that he has turned into a little boy. Dramatically, the entire
room begins to grow, the walls become higher, the Christmas tree rises up out of sight and

all the toys come alive and begin to dance.
The King of the Mice and his army of mice enter into a greatbattlc with the
dancing toys. The Nutcracker takes charge with the aid of his army of toy soldiers and
begins to fight a fierce

battle.

Cla,ra enters the

conflict with her toy cat

as her

weapon. The

Mouse King is so terrified of the cat that he falls to the floor and dies, ending the battle.
The Nutcracker boy is transformed into a handsome prince and relvards Clara for her

bravery by taking her on ajourney in a sleigh pulled by reindeer.
Scene

II:

The transformation to the Land of Snow

Clara and thc Nutcracker travel to the Land of Snow wherç they are sunounded by

glimmering icicles and a land of wonderment. The Snow Queen emerges from within a
giant iceberg and performs a pas de deux with the Prince. The Snow Maidens enter and

perform the Dance of the Snowflakes followed by the entrance of two giant snowmen and
a

swirl of falling snowflakes.

4A

Act

II
Clara and the Prince continue their journey passing through winter, spring,

summer, and fall until they ccme to the Palace of the Sugar Plum Fairy in the Kingdom

Sweets. The Sugar Plum Fairy descends from the

sþ

of

in her gondola and requests that

Clara recount the story of her past advenfures. In honor of Clara's bravery, the Sugar PIum

Fairy throrvs a party and the divertissement is introduced.a Dancers from Spain, Arabia,
China, and Russia perform. Marzipan Shepherdesses and Mother Gigogne, who wears an
enonnous hooped skirt frorn under which 12 children appear, follow the exotic dancers in

their own display of fun. The beautiful garden comes to life in a dance of the V/altz of the

Flowers. The famous pas de deux of the Sugar Plum Fairy and the Nutcracker follows the
divertissement.
The parly ends, the dancers disappear, and Clara is left standing in a flood

of

moonlight, holding her Nutcracker doll and rvondering if it was all but a drearn.

1964 Costume Findings of The Nutcracker

Costume,setdesign,anddanceformaninterrelationshipwithineachcomponent,
serving to support the libretto. The line of dance is always the most important ingredient

in

a

ballet. The interpretation of costumc is closely allied to the dance line and visual

elements of the set design are often repeated in the costume. This is evident in the 1964

Nutcracker.
The main set design for this production \¡/as an abstract impression of a winter
scene (see Figure
4

A divertissement

in

tie cou¡t ballets

1). The geometric

shapes and sharp angles of prisms, diamonds, and

is interjected into the ballet as a form ofpure danee to entertain the audience. They began
and opera ballets as spectacles of song and dance (Greskovic, I 998).
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triangles evoked the impression of snowflakes and icicles. Ralph Hicklin of The Globe
and

Mail wrote, "Rose's settings are in an idiom that occasionally threatens to become art

nouveau with its insistence on breaking up every form into sharp, angular, prismatic

fragments" ("Evenings Nutcracker," 1964). This cubist approach to the baekdrop was
reflected in the costumes of the principal characters.
The costumes for Franca's The Nutcracker were constructed by the wardrobe
deparfment of the National Ballet w'hich at that time was located in the St. Lawrence

Market area of Toronto. In the wardrobe department,20l costumes were created that
were repaired or replaced over the 31 years that Franca's Nutcraclcer \üas performed by the

National Ballet of Canada but the costumes always maintained the original designs

of

Jwgen Rose.

Fisure 1. Set design by Jurgen Rose with the National Ballet of Canada corp. (n.d.).
Courtesy of The National Ballet of Canada. Ken Bell photographer.
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Ðrosselmeyer
Drosselmeyer's costume was examined from several black and white photographs
taken over the span of the production. The costume consisted of three main sections of a

tailcoat, waistcoat, and trousers (see Figure

2).

The silhouette was distinctly defined and

bold and evoked the essence of the Victorian Period. During the nineteenth century the
three-piece tailcoat ensemble was worn during the day and the evening for all dress

functions. The cut of the "dress coat'as it became known, was altered as fashion changed
throughout the period. Alterations were made in the shape and size of the collar, lapels,
length of tails, placement of the waistline but it remained the fashionable dress coat

(Waugh, 1968). The cravat worn by Drosselmeyer further drew the costume into the
nineteenth century.

:1r.:

t.: . j::
: iì ::i

Fieure 2. Jacques Gorrissen as Drosselmeyer 1982. Courtesy of The National Ballet of
Canada. Andrew Oxenham photographer.
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The coat portion of Drosselmeyer's costume had bold, shiny vertical stripes in
contrast to the dark background ofthe fabric. The lapels and cuffs were large and

of

smooth surfaced fabric standing out from the main body of the coat. The waistline was

fitted with the attached tails cut at the back hip. Thc sleeves were puffed at the upper arm
tapering to a slim wrist width. The waistcoat was of tight colored fabric in eontrast to the
dark tailcoat with a vertical closing of centre front buttons.t The trousers were slim fitting
and tailored in dark fabric.

In Act 1 of the libretto, Drosselmeyer's central role was enhanced by his costume.
The dignity and distinction of his character was emphasized by the formality of his

tailcoat, which set him apart from the dress of other cast members who are dressed in
informal daywear. The long line of the tailcoat, the slim fitting of the trousers, created a
vertical line of focus. The line was repeated in the stripe of the tailcoat fabric and the
center front closing of the rvaistcoat creating a unity of direction. This vertical line attracts

the attention of the viewer conveying a vision of height, stafure, and importance. The lines
were distinct and hard-edged which highlighted the masculinity of Drosselmeyer. Weight
was given to the costume and to the character with the volume created at the shoulder line

from the full top sleeve. This extended the length of the horizontal shoulder line that we
have learned to associate

with strength and power. Conhast between the upper torso and

bottom torso through fabric choice further increased the sense of enlargement in the chest
area. The large lapels supported the projected feeling of Drosselmeyer's importance, as
did the att¿ched detail of the sash hung diagonally across his chest. A sash would have
been a signifier of a person of civic prominence, Drosselmeyer the Councilor.

5

A waistcoat is worn under the outer or suit coat of a man's dress- During different time periods in history,
its shape and length altered. Today it is called a vest.
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The volume of costume on the body of the character of Drosselmeyer appeared as

medium in relation to the dancer's body, due in part to the achieved visual mdth created
by the upper torso. The full-bodied upper portion of sleeve and the cut away back tails
stood free of the body and generated space from the actual torso.
The general visual impact of value in the costume was dark. Although there were
areas

of lightness as e.¡idenced by the exposed portion of the shirt and vest, the unity

created by the dominant pieces of t¿ilcoat and trousers established a predominant value

of

dark.

Frince
The Prince appeared in Act I and Act II and was studied from a range of black and

white photographs from the 31-year history of Franca's , The Nutcracker. Inboth Acts in
which the Prince appeared, the intent of the costume was clearly to focus on the dance

itself as the primary objective and by decoration to unifu the simplistic leotard with the
cosfumes surrounding the Prince.

In Act I, the primary costume of the Prince was the traditional leotard and classical
tunic (see Figure 3). The light value of the leotard ensemble produced a high contrast
against the dark stage design that gave a visual pull toward viewing the Prince while

serving the purpose of highlighting the movement of the dançe. The vertical smooth, sleek
lines accentuated the dancers flow of movement and produced a feeling of force and
strength in the character of the Prince. The tunic top mirrored lines of the set design rvith
sharp angles of embroidery suggesting angular, crystalline snowflakes.6 The puffed sleeve

detail gave accentuation to the arm in a costume of one color value. The tunic and body

6

The male top that is worn over skin-fitting leotards is generally called the tunic (tlarrison, I9Z5).
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tights followed the form of the body in a simple line that gave the costume in relation to
the body an appearance of small volume.

Fisure 3. Raymond Smith as the Prince in Act I (n.d.). Courtesy of the National Ballet of
Canada. Andrew Oxenham photographer

A cape worn by the Prince made a brief appearance in Act

I.

Light in color value,

the patterns of Rose's intricate set designs were recreated by embroidery on the body of the

cloak. The very large lapels were cut in the same manner as Drosselmeyer's tailcoat The
dark interior lining of the cloak enabled the silhouette of the dancer to be always visible
when the cloak was opened during the dance movement of the Prince. However, rather
than a princely feel, it projected itself somewhat as a magician's cloak, perhaps due to the

added pop art design details that are not associated with royalty.
The costume of the Prince in Act II was very similar to the costume worn in Act
(see Figure 4). The photographs viewed defined the elassic tunic and leotard,

I

fitted to the
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body and accentuating the long line of the dancer. The color value of the costume in Act
was dark, a reversal of the color value in Act
gave the essence of the time

L

The design of the leg o'mutton sleeves

period.t Once againthe unity of the production design was

incorporated into the surface detail ofthe tunic. There was extensive reproduction of the
set's abstract patterns on the bodice and sleeves. A prominently visible wide V shaped
neck also repeated the triangular designs carried throughout the production. The bold"
sharp edges produced by the color value and the distinctive detail appeared dramatic.

Fisure 4. Clinton Rothwell

as the Prince,

Act tr (n.d.). Photograph courtesy ofthe

National Ballet of Canada.
7

The leg o'mutton sleeve, also called the gigot sleeve, was ftll at the top of the shoulder and gradually
tapered down to the wrist. It resembles the leg of a lamb, hence the name. This sleeve was popular in
ur'omen's dress during the 1890s.

II
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Clara

I studied black and white photographs from Act I and Act tr for Clara's

costume.

Her role in the party scene of The Nutcracker, called for a child like party dress with
matching pantaloons. Thc bell shaped skirt, fitted bodice, and pantaloons, \ryere suggestive

of the Crinoline Period during the 19ü century (see Figure S¡.8 The costume line was soft,

flowing, gracefirl, a dress designed for lyrical movement in the dance. The bell shaped
silhouette of the skirt appeared medium in volume when viewed in rclationship to the
dancer's body. The dress was light in color value. Again, the repetition of an angular

detail found in other costumes was demonstrated in Clara's clothes. The Van Dyke collar,
the hem of the petticoat, and the edging of the bloomers were well-defined representations

of triangles, sharp angular lines already noted in Rose's designs.

e

Fisure 5. Jennifer Orr as Clara (n.d.) Courtesy of the National Ballet of Canada.
8

The Crinoline Period extended from 1850 to 1869 within the Victorian Period. It was characterized by the
use of stiffened petticoats, hoops, and caged crinolines to hold out the full skirts of women's dresses.
' Artist Anthony Van Dyke (1599-1641) was a noted painter of women's portraits in w'hich he often used a
style of dress that became recognizable as a Van Dyke costume. Later the term Van Dyke came to mean any
surface that rvas trimmed with cut edges (Ashelford, 1996).
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The role of Clara is often danced by mature artists of the ballet and therefore
elements ofyouth in the costume must be obvious to the audience. The detail in these
costumes presented clear-marked references to childhood. The skirt of the costume was

festooned with large attached flower heads and littlç bows rvere placed on the sleevss.
Bows were added to the hem of the drawers that hung below the dress and repeated as
decoration in tÌre hair. The construction reflected the image of a young child's party dress
created for a special occasion.

Clara's nightdress worn for the bedroom scene and the joumey into The Land
Snow reinforced the characteristics of a child's costume.

of

It was of sheer fabric with soft

flowing lines and edges. The emphasis of the line was the empire waist associated with the
cut of children's clothes; sleeveless, midJength, and scooped with a round neckline. The

detailing showed the repeat of the use of a trailing bow at the neckline. The obvious use

of

the garment as nightwear, the soft nature of the fabric combined with the light color value,
brought forth the image of dreams.

To lvard off the chill ofthe Land of Snow, Clara's nightgown costume was covered
by a coat, cut with an empire waist and fur trimmed (see Figure 6). The fluffy fur trim at
the neckline, cuffs, and hem, fabricated for the audience the sense of cold in the winter

soene. Thc silhouette again reconfirmed Clara's role as a child. It had an empire waist, a
loose non-fitting line falling from the elevated waist, andatrailingback hemline. The

medium color value contasted with the light value of the nightgown. This contrast
disrupted the previous idea of the dream like world conveyed by the nightgown. Clara's
costumes did not depict the absfract figures that were incorporated into the previous
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costume. The element that kept the harmonious line of the production design was the
repeat of the triangles at the bottom edge of Clara's bloomers.

E¡e

e_6 Barbara Smith and Frank Augustyn as Clara and Prince, Act
Courtesy ofthe National Ballet of Canada. Bany Gray photographer.

II.

1975-1976.

Sugar Plum Fairy
The Sugar Plum Fairy was cosfumed in the traditional costume of the role, a
classical tutu enabling the action of the foot and legwork to be visible without intemrption
(see Figure

7). Her tutu was a reproduction of design

executed in the costume of the

Prince. The Sugar Plum Fairy costume copied from the Prince's costume the light panel of
the V-neck with complementary design detail. The plate of the tutu was unified with the
bodice through a replication of a similar design. The triangular edges were copied on the
hçm of the tulle of the tutu. Dark in color value, the tutu complimented the dark color
value of the Prince as they paired in the pas de deux. The light color of the SugarPlum

Fairy's tights enabled her legs to be highlighted against the dark tights of the Prince. As
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the Prince and the Sugar Plum Fairy joined for the famous pas de deux, the costumes

provided a unity of partnershrp while permifiing the choreography to be the focal point.
The volume of the tutu appeared to be medium in relation to the dancer's body.

Fisure 7. Gizella witkowsþ and serge Lavoie as sugarPlum Fairy, Act II,

1990.

Courtesy of the National Ballet of Canada. Andrew Oxenham/David Street photographers.

The costumes for Franca's production were considered an extravaganza for the

time. Nathan Cohen of the Toronto Daily Sta¡ commented, "The Nutcracker... is plushy
Victorian, ornately handsome. The cosfumes, especially for such new fîgures

as the

dancing snowrnen, are thoroughly atfractive" ("Franca's Nutcracker," 1964)- However,
after a thirty-year run and at the end of its career in the mid nineties, the production was
seen as dated. The cubist designs of Jurgen Rose were reminiscent of the sixties trends

in

5t

design, the costumes were agtng, and the increased technical skills of the dancers

demanded a more complex choreography (Fisher, 1998).
When the National Ballet of Canada began Franca's 1964 production of The

Nutcracker, the success of the workthat would follow, rvas unknown. The Toronto Daily
Star reported, "We hope this week's triumph

will mark

the beginning of an enduring

holiday tradition in Toronto" ("visions of sugax," 1964). In 1989 after a passage of 25
years, Deirdre Kelly wrote in the Globe and

Mail, "The National's Nutcrackerhas

surprisingly withstood the passage of time without a single alteration to Jurgen Rose's
... .designs or Franca's choreography" ("Winnipeg Nutcracker breaks"

,lgïg).

The

Nutøacker appeared to be establishing itself as a yearly tradition and in demand by the
Toronto audience. In thç Globe and Mail, Penelope Doob reported, "Like June weddings,
Easter bunnies, Halloween trick-or-treats, and February ground hags, Tlze Nutcracker at

Chrisfinas is a ritual..." (If it's Christnas",1992). At the end of the run of the Franca
version of The Nutcracker,íthad, played continuously for 31 years. In Today's Seniors the

tradition of The Nutcracker was stated, "The National Ballet's Nutcracker has been a
holiday tradition in Toronto since its first staging on Boxing Day, 1964. This year, though,
the timeless tale takes on a new twist",

("4 newNutcracker",

1995).

A newNutcracker for the National Ballet of Canada
For the 1995 Kudelka production of Tlte Nutcracker, the primary source material

of

photographs were not as extensive as for the Celia Franca's production, largely due to the
short time period the production has been in the company's repertoire. The archival
records contained just over 40 black and white photographs and a small selection

of
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colored slides. FortunatelS these photographs encompassed the principal characters
required for this study. The costume bibles kept throughout the making of the new

production were extensive. There were separate bibles maintained for fabrics, trims,
buttons, and miscellaneous notions. The bible of most importance to this work, contained
detailed costume sketches for each cast member of the company by the designer, Santo

Loquasto. The in-house production report, Ballet Notes, contained a synopsis of the
libretto and a collection of trivia on the making of The Nutcracker. Several souvenir
programs were available as lvell as a short file of newspaper articles and reviews of the

newproduction.

James Kudelka creates a new Nutcracker. 1995

The Celia Franca production of The Nutcracker had enjoyed a run of 31 years. By
the early nineties, artistic director, Reid Anderson, sav/ a drop in the attendance of the old

ballet and was told by supporters that they were tired of the production that had become
shoddy looking and dated (Citron, 1995). It seemed likely that there was also an obvious

commercial need to replace the old production with one that rivaled the mega-musicals
existing in the hometown of Toronto. The Christmas time economic market in Toronto
needed a spectacular extravaganzafo compete with othçr popular mega-musicals vying
audience attendance. James Kudelka

for

atthattime the resident choreographer was handed

the monumental task of creating a production that rvould ensure economic success (Crabb,

2000). Mark Etting reported in the paper Marketing, that through money received from
corporation funding and private donations 1.7 million dollars was raised for the most
expensive production mounted at the National Ballet ('Record-breaking bucks," 1995).
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The Nutcracker premiered at the Hummingbird Cenfie on December

21,7995

choreographed by James Kudelka and designed by the New York-based Santo Loquasto.

Kudelka had former collaborations with Loquasto; Kudelka's Alliances in 198? for Les
Grands Ballets Canadiens, The Actress

in 1994, and Spring Awakening in

1994, (Souvenir

program notes, 1995). Loquasto was already an award-winning stage, film, and costume
designer, working from Broadrvay to Hollywood. He was born in Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania and graduated from the Yale School of Drama but it was his love of the

visual end of theater work that brought him to the New York Shakespeare Festival. Here
he established himself as a notable set and costume designer (Seebohm, 1gs6).

Establishing his center of operations in New York City, he went on to win the Tony and
the Drama Desk awards for his set design af Café Crown and for costume design for the

Cherry Orchard andGrand Hotel. He worked with director Woody Allen on 17 films
receiving three Oscar nominations for his work (Rafelman, 1995). As Kudelka rvorked on
his revamping of The Nutcracker,he had already procured the talents of Loquasto for his
set and costume desígn.

Kudelka's production was set in Tsarist Russia during the 1830s. He retumed to
the original Hoffrnann story as the outline for the ballet but, "As he worked on the ballet,
he constructed a story and motivations that made sense to him...there is

fight,

a

transformation,

a

journey, an arrival in

still aparty,a

a fantasy land and a series

of dances which

end with a return to reality" (Fisher, 1998, p.115).

Kudelka utilized the entire company of the National Ballet and 140 children from
the National Ballet School. Each perforrnance included 50 dancers who performed a total

of 89 different rolls and 60 children who performed 95 different roles. The production also
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included 24 children from the Canadian Children's Opera Chorus (BalletNotes, 1995).
There were changes in names of the characters. Drosselmeyer, the purveyor of gifts in the
Franca version, became Uncle

ñkolai,

a Russian magician

who showered the children

with presents and provided whirling rounds of dancing including a pas de deux with his
horse. Clara was renamed Marie. Peter, the roguish, stable boy was later transformed in
the ballet into the Prince (Aktuell, 1996).

Kudelka introduced the special efÏects that were seemingly demanded by audiences
who had grown accustomed to high tech gadgetry. The opening scene produced an
electronically controlled rat, a motorized magic sled, an electronic boat sled for
transporting Marie to the Land of Enchantment in Act II, and several electronically
controlled sÇenery changes which were a first time innovation for the Çompany. Included
in the spectacular display was a 20 foot t¿ll Christmas tree decorated with more than 700
hand fashioned ornaments, a 25-foot Faberge Egg decorated to resemble mother of pearl
and gold, and three, 22 foof spinning acrylic snowflakes (souvenir program,
sheer magnitude of the conskuction and assembly process and the creation

n.d.). The

ofthe elaborate

costumes, required the space and amenities of four local shops, in addition to the

workshops at Stratford Festival, the Canadian Opera Company, and the National Ballet's

own in-house shop (Ballet Notes, 1995; Rickerd, 1996).
The story of The Nutcracker opened against a backdrop of a snow-covered
landscape. The scenery suggested the coldness of the Russian countryside and the vastness

of the land inhabited by its people. In the distance was a little church Ìuith its oniondomed
tower that established the architecture as purely Russian. Marie, Uncle Nikolai, the
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enchanting Prince, and the elegant Sugar Plum Fairy began their journey in a story created
by the innovative Kudelka.

Libretto
Act I, Scene I: The Barn

It is Chrisûnas Eve in nineteenth century Moscorv and the famiiy of Marie

and her

brother, Misha have completed inaking preparations for the annual Christmas Eve party to

be held at their country estate. Accompanied by their beloved nursemaid Baba, the
ensemble arrives by coach to their favourite place, the county estate. The curtain rises with
Peter, the stable boy, sweeping the barn in anticipation of the guests' arrival.

The fighting siblings, Marie and Misha, enter the bam and disrupt Pcter at his
work. He stops his work to try and appease the squabbling youngsters. Their attention is
diverted when a rat suddenly scurries across the barn floor and Peter sets out to trap it in a

cage. The rat is caught just in time as four neighboring families arrive in a sleigh to join
the festivities.
Suddenly, a mysterious man appears in a sleigh drawn by his favorite horse.

It is

Uncle Nikolai, the capricious relative whose antics on stage both delight and tenify the
guests as he does magic

with the guests and even produces a pair of dancing bears. He

unhitches his horse and performs a pas de deux to everyone's amazement.

Nikolai presents the children with special gifts and to Marie he gives

a

Nutmacker

in the shape of a soldier. Marie and Misha fight over the Nutcracker until it is taken away
by their father. Night falls and Baba escorts Marie and Misha to their bed where they fall
asleep and their magical dream begins. As the clock strikes midnight, six

little mice scuttle
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into the room but Nikolai banishes them and then returns Marie's Nutcracker to a place
beneath the Christmas tree.

Act I, Scene II: Marie and Misha's Bedroom
The children's bed begins to rock and the siblings awake in fright from their slecp.

The Christmas tree comes to life with its boughs spreading out into the room and its top
breaking through the ceiling. Incredibly, the Nutcracker too has grown and is tansformed

into a soldier that resernbles their friend Peter, the stable boy, Magically, other toys are
also brought to life, the wolfhounds and the demonic cats. An army of evil mice enters and

viciously attacks the cats. The Tsar of the Mice challenges the Nutcracker to mortal
combat and it appears that terrible things are about to occur. Peter is rescued by Marie and

Misha as they fight off the Tsar of lvlice with their pillow.
A.cÉ Io Scene

ffi:

The Land of Snow

As Marie, Misha, and the Nutcracker collapse onto the bed it again begins to move

and carries them on the beginnings of a journey. They are transported through trees
heavily hung with ice, and meadows glistening with snow where they encounter the Snow
Queen, supported by two icicles. They merrily dance with the snowflakes and the Snow
Queen who then bestows upon them the spectacular

gift of a beautiful ice-boat and six

unicorns carrying torches to light their road toward the joumey's end.

Act II: The Palace of the Sugar Plum Fairy
The ice-boat transports the children and the Nutcracker to the Kingdom of the
Sugar Plum Fairy, who lives in a majestic Fabergd Egg in the centre of a golden palace
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surounded by her courtiers. Uncle Nikolai and Baba are transformed into the Grand Duke
and Duchess and are there to greet the guests in the ice-boat.

The courtiers of the Sugar Plum Fairy beg the guests to tell them of their
advenfures and travels.

A splendid banquet

appears

in reward for the çhildren's courage

and bravery in battle. The first course is a Spanish Chocolate w'hich the children

love. The

second course of Coffee signifies adulthood and the fumes put the child-courtiers to sleep.

Misha and Marie wake up everyone in tirne to watch the antics of four royal chefs trying to
catch the poultry course.

Two dances follow, one is the cheerful Trepak and the other is a dance for Baba as
a shepherdess with lambs accompanied by a fox chase.lo Next, four zany ÏVaiters carry
a

in

magical table. When the feasting is endcd, suddenly all remains of winter have

disappeared and the palace gates open to an array of flowers and a stunning bee who dance

in the rvarm breezes.
The Nutcraeker falls in love with the Sugar Plum Fairy and as Marie and Misha
rcalize what has occurred, the world of the Sugar Plum Fairy begins to fade away and the
children find themselves back in their bedrooms with their nursemaid Baba. The children
have passed through their journey from childhood to adolescence and like their beioved
Nutcracker, they will pursue their own drcams (Doob, 1995).

1995 costume findings for James Kudelka's Nutcracker

The inspiration for the costume designs and the set designs by Santo Loquasto
came from Russian children's books, and in particular from the work of J. Onassis's

r0

A Trepak is one form of a Russian folk dance (Greskovic, 1998i.

In the

<o

JC)

Russian Style (Rafelman, 1995). The silhouette

of 1830 dress in Russia was reproduced

as

found In the Russian Style, a collection of photographs of extant Russian dress and altifacts
accompanied by descriptive det¿il. The set design in Act I, Scene I was realistic in
construction, depicting a scene that might be experienced in the true Russian countryside

of the 1830s. A rustie open Russian barn of rough-hewn logs framed the space of the
open stage.

A frozen skating pond

rvas nestled close at hand and in the distance a glimpse

was given of the onion-domed church we associate with Russian architecture. Act

II was

the land of children's fairy tales and dreams and the set design for this act was one

of

fantasy and ofRussian whimsy thatincluded a gigantic Fabergé Egg.
The costumes for this production were remarkable reproductions of Russian dress
of the first half of the nineteenth century. Costumçs in Act I were predominantly
associated with the Russian peasantry except for a few of the peripheral dignitaries dressed

in festive and more elegant attire. Peter, the roguish, channing stable boy wore the typical
Russían

jerkin and flat cap. Marie and Misha carried out their childish play in clothes of a

homespun texture suitable for the country. Act tr portrayed the richness and luxuriousness

of Russian dress. Russia was noted for its elegant fabrics, brocades, velvets, and silks, all
smothered

with embroidery in sparkling silver and ornate gold embellishments. They

made use of extensive amounts of pearls, rçal or imitation, on hçaddresses, clothing, and

footwear. Even people of the most modest of means wore clothing that was ornately
decorated (Onassis, 1976). The costumes of this production, particuiarly in Act II, were

lavish with treatments of pearls and simulated embroidery that made Russian costume so
texturally vibrant. The primary sources found for costuine documentation of Nikolai,
Marie, the Prince, and Sugar Plum Fairy consisted were several black and white
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photographs, a small selection of color photographs, and the black and white costume
design sketches of Santo Loquasto.

Nikolai
In Act I, Nikolai's costume characterized his personality as a whirling Cossack, a
Jack-oÊall-Trades, and a magician rvho exhibited rather bizarre behavior at times. He u'as
a cross between the Saint

Nicholas strongly associated with Christrnas and Rasputin, the

shadowy and mysterious character from Siberia who was said to have magical powers. In

Act II, Nikolai was given the title of Grand Duke and his costume reflected his elevated
status as a member of the elite at the palace of the Sugar Plum Fairy.

In Act I, Nikolai's predominant costume was an ornate coat with the accessories
boots, hat, and bagry trousers (see Figure 8). Unlike the supporting peasant costumes

of

of

the rnajor portion of the characters in Act I, Nikolai rvas set apart by his coat that w-as far

richer in appearance. The coat was fitted to the waist with a voluminous flare to the skirt
portion gtving visual weight to the coat. The yardage of fabric in the tail portion ofthe
coat accentuated his high antics as a d¿ncing Cossack. The vertical line ofthe coat was

broken at the waist by a wide belt-like band common to Russian costume of the early
nineteenth cenhrry as were the epaulettes at the shoulder point, a military refçrence often
emulated in Russian clothing of that period. The highly textured surface of the coat's
brocade materials and the

ñr trim helped to establish a soft line to the coat edge that

otherwise might have appeared stark and hard. The garment edges at the sleeve and hem
were trimmed with fur that gave the feel of a cold weather climate and an open air activity.
The thickness and the depth perceived in the elements of the coat conveyed weight that
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suppofted the wintery feeling established. The bodice was embellished with numerous
mismatched buttons that suggested the erratic nature of Nikolai. There was a strong degree

of similarity among the visual parts. The medium color value was repeated throughout the
costume.

Fisure 8. Jeremy Ransom as Nikolai (n.d.). Courtesy of the National Ballet
Canada. Photography by David Street.

Beneath

of

Nikolai's coat was a pair of loose fitting, wide cut trousers that billowed

over the top of his Cossack boots grving additional width and volume to his dress. In
keeping with the winter scene depicted, he sported a hat trirnmed in fur, necessitated by the

climate that reinforced the association with a Russian winter.
In Act II Loquasto gave the Grand Duke Nikolai an ostentatious display of nchness
of costume by dressing him in two coats of daz.z.lingpatterns that were heavily decorated
(see Figure

9). The inner coat had abodiee exhibiting a military feel which also increased
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the girth of the dancer and made him large and more important a figure, one befitting his

title and position.

Fisure 9. Jeremy Ransom

as

Nikolai, Act II (n.d.). Courtesy of the National Ballet of

Canada. Fhotography by Cylla von Tiedemann.
The volume of the costume to the dancer's body projected a weight and dimension

of breadth that often is difficult to project with dancers rvho are generally lean. The outer
coat was cut in similar lines as the ooat Nikolai wore in Act I, a fitted bodice that flared out

from the waist and produced a connection with the rnagician Nikolai and the Grand Duke

Nikolai by the recognition of a similar silhouette. The fabric was visually patterned
allowing for the grandeur and stateliness of his position. Soft edges were created by the
varied textures and the decorative elemçnts such as the braid trims applied close to the
surface edges. The dozzle of the fabrics and the shine of the added decorative elements
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were complementaryto the over all production background which was richly evocative
the Russian style of ornateness. The pants

of

ofthe costume were also of the loose, over

draped style tucked into the high cut Cossack boots. The boots were embellished with
decorative detail similar in line to that seen in Nikolai's coat. It was evident that

of

Loquasto's design adhered to the silhouette of the 1830s and maintained a stylized

interpretation of the traditional Russian (see Figures 10 and 1i).
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Fieure 10. Gypsy dancing,

Ll. Cossack uniform, Winter
Palace livery, late 19ù C. From In
the Russian Style by Jacqueline
Onassis, p. 117.
Fieure

1830.

From In the Russian Stvle by
Jacqueline Onassis, p. 173.

Prince
The costume of the Nutcracker Prince remained the same in Act I and Act II except

for the addition of his mask in Act I signifying his transformation from the toy Nutcracker
into the dashing Prince. His costume replicated that of the toy Nutcracker in keeping with
an attempt to maintain a characterization. Strongly influenced by the

costume's main focus was the tunic (see Figure 12).

military style, the
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Fieurel2, Alçksandar Antonijevio as the Prince Act tI (n.d.). Courtesy of the National
Ballet of Canada. Photography by Andrew Oxenham.
The clean, precise lines of decoration on the tunic were distinctively an artistic

interpretation of military braid work. Although the silhouette was not considered Russian
or period correct, it was united to the production by its harmony of decorative suggestion

of the military influence seen in other costumes in the production. The predominate line
was vertical, following the lines of the body and emphasizing the strength of the dancer's
f,rgure, The

tunic's medium color value

\ryas contrasted

with the light color value of the

tights. The contrast of medium and light color value served to separate the body with the
light value commanding the focus of audience attention on the important execution

of

technique by the legs and the pure line of the dance. The light color value of the faux
Russian boots further extended the vertical line of the legs. The light color value of the

shirt also allorved the eye to note the flow of the movement by the extended arms. The
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close fitting nature of the costume was deemed to be small in volume in relation to the
dancer's body.

Marie
James Kudelka portrayed a traditional child for the role of

Marie. In Act I she wore

an ensemble of coat and dress that the wardrobe department at the National Ballet

of

Canada had sewn as a single item to facilitate an easy costume change on stage. (see

Figure 13). The chintz fabric of the Çoaldress rçiterated the hornespun atmosphere of the
opening barn scene. The silhouette of Marie v/as a stylized version of clothing worn in the

i830s. The costume had a broad shoulder line tapering down to a fîtted waist that was
accenfuated by a belt at the waist and flaring out into a rounded, bell shaped skirt that was

supported beneath by petticoats. This gave the appearance of a large volume of costume in

relation to Marie's body. The V-shaped ribbing at the bodice front was suggestive of the

bertha.ll The elbow length sleeves of the coaldress were leg o'mutton sleeves prominent
in other \ryomen's costumes from the production. Thc chintz fabric choices ofthe two
adjacent surfaces, the coat and the undercoat, gave a soft edge to the silhouette. The Peter
Pan collar at the neckline and the uneven hem lengths of the coat and dress gave a child-

like feel to the costume. Marie's bonnet which complemented her dress and coat,
completed the costume and gave added visual clues that the character was taking part in an
out door activity.

11

A bertha is a wide and deep collar, often detachable (Tortora, 1994).
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Fisure 13. Maggie Forgeron

as Marie Act I (n.d.). Courtesy of the National Ballet
Canada- Photography by Cylla von Tiedemann.

of

Continuing the feel of the soft images of the romantic period, Marie appeared in the
last moments of Act

I and the entire portion of Act II in a nightgown which prcmoted a

vision of softness and dream-like movement (see Figure
large volume of costume in relation to the body of

l4).t'

There appeared to be a

Marie. This appearance of volume was

enhanced by the use of a monotone color choice in a light value. The stark simplicity

of

the gown against the dccorativc sçt background madç the charactcr of Maric easily

recognizable. The gown was given a childish accent by the ruffles located at the neck and
at the hem, and by the addition of

lyrical movement

as

fi¡ll sleeves. The romantic nightgown could create

a

Marie floated through her fantasy dream in Act II, carr¡"ing the flow

of the dream to its conclusion.
t2

The Romantic Period extended from 1820 to 1850 and was a reaction against the neo classical style of the
18ú century. The period emphasized emotion and sentiment and was reflected. in the clothing that tossed

away the rigid lines ofthe past (Tortora, 1994).
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Fieure L4.

Susan McElhinney as

Marie, with Warren Benns and Victoria Bertram, Aet II,
1996. Courtesy of the National Ballet of Canada. Photography by Cylla von Tiedemann.

Sugar Plum Fairy
The richest and most elaborate tutu made fot The Nuteracker was that of the Sugar
Plum Fairy according to Marjory Fielding, Wardrobe Supervisor. The creation of the
Sugar Plum Fairy tutu entailed 200 hours of construction by the wardrobe deparfrnent.

It

required 15 meters of tulle for the skirt and 20 different varieties of fabrics and detailed
materials for the decoration at a cost of $4,000 (see Figure 15). The fabrics were layered

to convey the shimmering effect of icicles and to produce an iridescent glow reminiscent
the winter light reflecting on ice (personal communication, May 2001).

of
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Fieure 15" Greta Hodgkinson, Act tr, 1998. Courtesy of the National Ballet of Canada.
Photography by Andrew Oxenham.
The Sugar Plum Fairy emerged from her gilded Fabergéegg in a tutu that reflected
the opulence of the setting. The tutu follorved the lines of a classical tutu and the volume
appeared to be medium in relation the dancer's body. An addition of sleeves was made to
create the fantasy of wings and the edges of the wings were scalloped in a soft

line. The

tutu bodice was trifirmed with an obvious V'shape accentuating the dancer's waist and
aiding the eye to move downward to the movement of the legs. The costume was
accompanied by a double crowned tiara denoting her special status. The color value of the
Sugar Plum Fairy was light in keeping with the desired effect of a sumptuous, glistening
princess of fantasy.

The new Kudelka production of The Nutcracker appears to be continuing the
success of its predecessor, the 1964 Franca production

of The Nutcracker. Deirdre Kelly

wrote in the Globe and Mail, "The National Ballet of Canada's new production of The
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Nutcracker with new choreographyby James Kudelka and sets and costumes by Santo
Loquasto was a big hit at the box office" ("Nutcracker a hit", 1996). The National Ballet

of Canada depends upon the success of The Nutcracker to increase the financial stability

of

the company. Read Anderson, thc National Ballet's artistic director, was quoted in the
Thunder Bay Chronicle Journal "... the Nutcracker is our bread and butter ballet.
generates 30 per cent of our revenue" ("Nutcracker has
success continue? Tanz

It

$2-million", 1995). Will the

Aktuell gave his thoughts when he st¿ted in Ballet International,

"For Canada- for North America- it's precisely the right production in the right place at the
right time. Anderson took a tenifying risk... but he pulled it off, with the result that they'll
be dancing

this'Nutcracker' inToronto for the next twenty years" ("An American myth",

lee6).
The production of The Nutcracker by Celia Franca and the production by James
Kudelka, both making their premier at the National Ballet of Canada, were vasfly different

in costume presentation and design. The following chapter examines the production of the
Nutcracker at the Royal Wiruripeg Ballet, a company that produced its own unique, ballet
in the city of Winnipeg.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ROYAL MNNIPEG BALLET

The archival research conducted at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet was çonçentratcd on
the company's two productions of the Nutcracker. Although 1939 was the fîrst
performance season for the company, a complete production of the ballet Nutcraclcer was

not introduced into the repertoire until 1972. This unique work, a digression from the

typical libretto associated with the ballet, was choreographed by John Neumeier. See
Appendix F. Nutcracker premiered at the Manitoba Centennial Concert Hall on December

27, 1972 and ran intermittently during the holiday season until it was replaced in 1999 by a
new Nutcracfter version. The second production of the Nutcracker was presented to the

Winnipeg audience on Decemb er

17

, 1999. This work was a collaborative effort

commissioned by the RWB Artistic Director, Andre Lewis and chorecgraphed by Galina
Yordanova and Nina Menon. See Appendix G.

Neumeier's version of the Nutcracker did not adhere to the traditional Christmas
portrayal of the ballet most often seen by audiences around the world. This libretto was
reworked as the birthday party of a young girl on the edge of adolescence who enters the

world of ballet. Therefore, the four çostume characters that were analyzed in this
production were the principal roles of Maria, Gunther, Louise, and Drosselmeier. The role

of Gunther was created to provide Maria with

a possible

love interest and to act as the

partner for Louise in the pas de deux. This was a similar role to that of the Prince in other

productions in which he rvas the character with whorn Maria would fatl in with and who

would also act

as the partner

for the Sugar Plum Fairy in the pas de deux. The role

of

7A

Louise parallels the role of the Sugar Plum Fairy in Act II of traditional producttans af The

Nutcracker. The costume characters analyzed in the second production commissioned by
Andre Lewis were the roles of Clara, Drosselmeier, Nutcracker Prince, and the Sugar Plum

Fairy. The primary documentation examined for both productions consisted of
photographs, designer sketches, costume bibles, and souvenir programs. The availability

of materials varied greatly between the two productions and are identified under the
specifics of each production.

John Neumeier's Flutcracker. L972-1998
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet Archives contained a significant number

of

photographic materials as a primary source for John Neumeier's Nutcracker. Each

principal role was represented by various black and white photographs in addition to
photographs of the corps de ballet that rvere usefi¡l in referencing the coÍlmon design
elements that occwred in the costuming. The wardrobe department of the ballet provided
costume sketches by Jurgen Rose from the

"bible" for the four principal characters. The

archives maintained a diverse selection of souvenir programs published throughout the

Royal Winnipeg Ballet's history which were excellent sources for background information
on the production and on the process of design and choreography. Souvenir programs

for

each production ofi/¿¿tcracker were also contained in the archives and provided a source

for the libretto.
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Neumeier fashions a unique Nutcracker

In 1966, John Cranko choreographed a Nutcraeker for the Stuttgart Ballet in
Germany. This version was a story that made a departure from the traditional Christmas
tale of giant trees, fighting mice, and a family during the Yuletidç season. Cranko made
his tale a more universal one, that of Clara, a young girl on her birthday who received a

pair of ballet shoes (Andersor¡ 1979). John Neumeier was one of the cast members

of

Cranko's 1966 Nutcracker. When Neurneier became the Artistic Director for the Frankfurt
Opera Ballet

in 1969,

he decided to fashion his Nutcracker on the theory of Cranko's

Nutcracker. He liked Cranko's idea of setting the dance within the story of a birthday
paffy and used this as his departure point for his 1971 premier af Nutcracker inFrankfurt.
He made the ballet about a girl growing up, a girl entering adolescence and unsurc

of

herself. The magic of his Nutcracker was centered on his heroine Maria and the pointe
shoes that transformed her into a gracefirl dancer (Ballet

Hoo,1972).lt Neumeier's most

important concem in his ballet was the role of dance. In other production s of The
Nutcracker there was a large inclusion of mime along with the dancing that Neumeier
eliminated (Ballet Hoo, 197 4).
The Nutcracker created by Neumeier for the Royal lVinnipeg Ballet was based on

his Frankfurt production. As Max Wyman wrote in the program notes for the Royal

Winnipeg Ballet entitled Ballet Hoo, " Neumeier created the new Nutcraeker,he said, for
trvo reasons: one was "to celebrate that precious moment, childhood's end", and the other
lryas

12

"to make my homage to the classical ballet" (Ballet Hoo, 1974, pp 5-7). Neumeier's

Ballet Hoo is the house program for the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.
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version presented different charactenzattons from the more popular productions and

intertwined a psychological perspective (Maynard, lg73).
In Neumeier's characterizations of this unique portrayal of the Nutcracker, Maria
was a 12-year-old child on the edge of adolçscence. She falls in love with a handsome,
young officer rather than the Nutcracker Prince. Drosselmeier was given the role of a

ballet master, the magician who gave the gift of a dream to Maria. Louis4 the older sister
of Mari4 was the premiere danseuse of a theatre and represented the romantic figure in the

family household. The focus of Maria's youthful love created the role of Gunther, the
captain from the military academy and served a dual purpûse of providing a dancing
partner for Louise in the pas de deux of the second act. Neumeier was quoted in Ballet

Hoo, "I feel that in the Nutcracker, all the magrc is for Maria, and in my Drosselmeier
saw a means of making the magic.

I wanted to have the credulity

-

I

that queer but

astonishingly lucid and positive credulity that our dreams have" (19g3).

After

the Nutcracker premiere on December 26,

!972, Casimir Carter wrote in the

Winnipeg Free Press, "Adding luster to the presentation \ryere the colorful costumes and
scenery by Jurgen Rose...

" ('l'{utcracker Given," 1972). The fîrst collaboration of Jurgen

Rose with John Neumeier occurred

in 1971, when Rose compleæd the designs for

Neumeier an Kussder Fee and Daphne and Cloe in Frankfurt. Immediately following
these works, they began their interpretation of designs for the new Nutcracker inWinnipeg

(Ballet Hoo,1972). The concept of set and costume design for this Nutcracker rvas based
on the libretto and choreography ofNeumeier's work.
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Libretto
Act I, Scene

I:

Maria's birthday

-

Victorian period

The Stahlbaum family is throwing a surprise birthday party for their younger
daughter Maria who is turning 12 years old. Maria is the ugly duckling of the family,

viewing the world on the brink of adolescence while experiencin g a, greatlove for tife.

Maria's brother Fritz, rvho is about

16 years

old is a cadet and has brought to the party his

fellow cadets in his regiment. Louise, the elder sister of Maria is a prima ballerina of the
Hoftheater. She is the romantic ideal of the Stahlbaum family, full of grace and charm.
Louise has invited her ballet master, Drosselmeier to the festivities and he brings to Maria
a

gift of a pair of pointe shoes. Gunther, captain of the cadets is invited and Marie falls in

love with the dashing young man. However, Gunther has eyes only for the beauty of
Louise.

Act I, Scenelf: Maria's dream

-

The rehearsal

When the parly is over, Maria retums to the living room to find the pointe shoes
given to her by Drosselmeier. She tries them on but her attempts at standing in them
fail
and

finally giving up, she falls asleep and begins her dream. She dreams that Drosselmeier

appears and takes her to a ballet rehearsal that is underway in the great Hoftheater. She is

bewitched by Drosselmeier and opens herself to his magical spell, his powÇr, his lovç for
dance and the enchantment that surrounds the area. Maria discovers that Gunther is the

premier dansew at the rehearsal hall and hrs parfirer is her sister Louise. The most thrilling
discovery of all takes place. Maria finds she can dance and on her pointe shoes she soars
across the stage with Gunther and proceeds to take part in the dance rehearsal being staged.
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Maria leams that ballet can be cruel in its demands of

a dancer and that Drosselmeier is a

merciless task-master.

Act

II:

Maria's dream

-

The performance

Maria appears on an empty stage that Drosselmeier with his magic transforms into
an elegant setting suitable for a classical

ballet. The divertissements follow

as

Drosselmeier presents to Maria several scenes from his ballet. Maria is able to

fulfill her

fantasy by dancing with her love, Gunther. The climax of the evening is the grand pas de

deux of Louise and Gunther.

After the finale, the dream sequence comes to and end, the theater world
disappears, and Maria is awakened by her mother in the Stahlbaum's drawing

room.

She

is led to bed elutching her pointe shoes; the birthday and the dream are ovÇr. As she looks
back into the dim room behind her, there alone on stage is her magical Drosselmeier.

L972 costume fündines of Neumeier's Nutcraeker
The costurnes and set designs for this production were set in the Victorian Period.
The opening scene presented the birthday parly and the gathering of guests (see Figure 16).

In this production John Neumeier was quoted in Ballet Hoo, "The Party is incidental;

it

provides the environment in which symbolical and actual relationships can bç revçaled and

in which, in
Hoo, 1983).

a keener, deeper sense

Maria will be revealed to herself and to us" (Ballet
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Fisure 16. The Company of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet in John Neumeier's, Nutcracker.
courtesy of the Royal winnipeg Ballet (n.d.). Photography by Peter Garrick.
The designs by Rose were considered a reinforcement of the ideals of Neumeier's

ballet (Anderson, 1979). The set decoration was a tension between the old and the new,
the worn but comfortable Stahlbaum drawing room, a stark rehearsal hall, and a Victorian

gilded theatre setting and following the conclusion of the dream sequence, a return to the
Stahlbaum home @allet Hoo, 1973).
The costumes for this production were created in the wardrobe departinent of the

Royal WinnipegBallet. The costumes were maintained as designedby Jurgen Rose
throughout the production run of26 years.

Ilrosselmeier
The Drosselmeier's costume was studied from black and white photographs that

were archived at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet. The costume worn by Drosselmeier in this

production consisted of a jacket, waistcoat, tights, shirt, and cape (see Figwe lz).
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Fieure 17"

Salv-atore Aiello as
Fieure 18. Costume skeieh ofDrosselmeier
Drosselmeier. Courtesy of the
by JurgenRose. Courtesy of the Royal
(n.d.).
Winnipeg Ballet
Photography Winnipeg Baller.
by Peter Garrick.

Royal

Drosselmeier's silhouette was not an exact reproduction of the Victorian Period but
simulated the outline and detail of that era. The greatest indication of Victorian dress was
projected by the jacket (see Figure 18). The cut of the coat with its horizontal waist
seaming and the thigh length of the body hem was reminiscent of a frock coat that would
have been seen during this period (Davis, 1994).

In Act I the silhouette was bold and simplistic in shape which created a sharp edge.
This sharp and hard edge further çonççntrated the eye on thc outline dcfinition. The small
amount of surface texture on the jacket also reinforced the eye to the outer edges of the

framework of the costume. The surface decoration ofthe jacket was minimal. The lapels
were of a contrasting texture to the body of the jacket that added a sense of formalitv to the
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costume. A contrast piping at the cuff and at the pocket edges created a visual hint

of

Iuxury and also duplicated the feel of a military stripe found in supporting costumes of the
cadets.

The line of the costume was vertical. The jacket and the body tights, both in a dark

color value and having a sharp edge, heightened the visual pull upward aiding in
establishing a strong, upright masculine line. The vertical line was further accentuated by
the center front button closure of both the jaeket and the waistcoat. The dark color value
established a sense of sophistication and commanded attention to the focal flrgure of the
mysterious Drosselmeier. The volume created by the costume appeared to be medium
when viewed in relation to the dancer's body
The accessory worn in the first act consisted of a contrasting cravat worn tied
around the neck and highly visible against the light colored

shirt. This detail again

reflected a Victorian feel for the costume and served to give added formality to the
costume as a finishing elernent.

Drosselmeier's portrayal was the image of a magician, a man of commanding
stature and the maker of dreams. He was to the older guests at the party afîgure of awe, to

the younger ones a man of a mysterious quality, slightly eccentric but generous and kind

@allet Hoo,7977). ln Act I, Scene I, Drosselmeier wore a cape of such magnitude and
volume it immediately signified him as the commanding presence on the stage and evoked
the qualities that were intended by Neumeier. The cape by its presence was successfirl in
creating dominance over all the costumes that occupied the space of the stage. Draped
about the body of Drosselmeier, its flow of movement was dynamic. The dark color value

of the outside cape enhanced the stature of Drosselmeier. The inner portion of the cape
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was lined in a light color value that revealed the main body to advantage and served as a

backdrop for the body. Every movement of his dance was highlighted in front of the light

color value ofthe cape.
The volume of Drosselmeier's çostume was considered intwo parts. lVhen he
wore only the jacket and tights the volume appeared medium. With the addition of the
cape in certain performance areas the volume significantþ increased to be considered as

appearing large in comparison to his body.

In Act I, Scene II, Drosselmeier was costumed in a different color value but with
certain costume elements remaining the same. To complete his role as the batlet master he
appeared without his cape or jacket (see Figure 19).

ftgure 19. David Maroni as Drosselmeier (n.d.). Courtesy of Royal Winnipeg Ballet.
Drosselmeier's shirt was fifly revealed after he removed his jacket. It had full
sleeves accentuating the arms and flounced cufß that gave the flavor of a dandy in dress.

The shirt was complemented by a pair of light color value tights. The shirt and the tights
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being of the same light color value formed a long vertical line that followed closely the
shape of the dancer's

body. This line served to accentuate the grace and movement of the

dance. It was clearþ representative of classical ballet costume that might be worn by a
ballet master. The mcdium color value of the waistcoat contributed a çontrast of value
giving relief to the sameness of the costume as a visual whole. The largely light color
value cornplimented the character costumes that rvere found in the rehearsal hall scene.

Gunther
Gunther was studied from black and white photographs available on file at the

Royal Winnipeg Ballet archives. Gunter's first appearance in Act I was in the role of the
Captain of the cadçts. This costume consisted of a tunic suggesting a military style

uniform, dance tights, and mock boots. (see Figure 20).

FiEure 20. David Peregrine as Gunther in Act I (n.d). Courtesy ofthe Royal V/innipeg
Ballet. Photography by David Landy.
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The silhouette of Gunther was kept close to the body supporting the importance

of

the line of dance. The volume of the costume appeared to be small as it clearly followed
the outline of the body. The projection of a military charaeterization was dependent upon
the elcments of decoration on the tunic. The light color value of the costume made the
contrasting dark military influences prominent to the eye. Standing out, as military
indicators were the epaulets, a military style collar, shoulder braid, and a display

of

military buttons at the center front closing of the tunic. The moek military boots continued
the image of a military uniform. The light color value of Gunter's tunic was in contrast to
the dark color value of the tunics worn by the cadets in attendance at the party. This
enabled his status as captain to be perceived as appearing different from the larger group
cadets at the birthday celebration. The predominant line of the costume was

of

vertical. This

was supported by a similar color value throughout the costume and a strong visual and

vertical line at center front. The horizontal sash at the rvaistiine aided in giving width to an
otherwise slender appearance.

In the rehearsal scene of Act I, Gunther appeared at the rehearsal hall costumed in
basic dancewear of tunic and leotards. The simplicity ofthe costume was appropriate as an

indicator that this was a practice session (see Figure 21). The costumê was devoid

of

detail. The overall color valuç was light which gave clarity to the silhouçtte of the body.
The tunic and tights closely followed the line of the dancer's body and created an
appearance of volume that was smali in relation to the body. The line followed the

the color value and the line of the body creating a strong vertical emphasis.

flow of
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Fieure 21. Baxter Bransteftcr as Gunthcr in Act I, Scene II (n.d.). Courtesy of the Royal
WinnipegBallet.
The opening of Act II was set on the stage of the Hoftheater where Louise and
Grurther perfonned the grand pas de deux. Gr¡nther, as the Premier Danseur, was

costumed in the classical tunic and lcotards of the male dancer which outlined the body
and exhibited the

full movement of dance

(see Figure 22).

Figure22. ZhangWei-Qiang as Gunther in Act II (n.d.). Courtesy of the Royal ÏVinnipeg
Ballet. Photography by Paul Martens.
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The tunic front was cut with a V-shaped neck. This shape was repeated with a
decorated V-shape inset that extended over the shoulders grving a hint of military
epaulettes at the shoulder

line. The decorative detail formed a visual point of interest

and

repeated the decorative pattern found on Louise's tutu in the grand pas de deux giving a

continuity of costume between the pair. The tunic was dark in color value, contrasting with
the light color value of the tights. This contrast of dark and light color value created a
separation of the

body. The visual focus was drawn toward the lighter value commanding

attention to the movement of the lolver torso. The dominant line of the costume was

vertical. The costume created sharp edges of the outline of the body reinforcing the focus
of vision in a vertical path. The volume appeared to be small in relationship to the body

of

the dancçr.

Maria
The archives of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet provided numerous black and white
photographs of Maria as well as the costume sketches of Jurgen Rose from the wardrobe

bible. In Act I, Maria attended her ¡velfth birthday party

as an awkward

girl in the shadow

of her sister Louise's beauty and talent. The role of Maria was a technically challenging
one and as a result was performed by a mature dancer of the company (Baliet Hoo,1977).

The cosfume therefore was required to communicate to the audience the age of the

character. There rvere specific references to youth in Maria's party costume (see Figure
23).
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Fieure23. Bonnie V/yckoffas Maria

and David Moroni
(n.d.). Courtesy of the Royal Winnipeg Bailet.

as

Drosselmeier in Act I, Scene

I

The bodice was cut in straight lincs avoiding any shapeliness; thc neckline was
rounded with an attached Peter Pan collar giving a softness to the upper edge of the bodice,
and small ruffles were attached to the collar edge and sleeve. The dress was detailed

with

embroidered flowers that reinforced the visual look of youth. The line of the dress was

predominantly curved, highlighted by a full gathered skirt, a rounded neckline and collar,
and contrasting rounded lines of embroidery on the

collar. The curved line and soft

edges

were visual signals of youth.

The silhouettc of Maria's costume was çvoÇativç of the latc Victorian Period by the
addition of a pouched scarf at the waistline. During the Crinoline Period" an overskirt was
often draped at the front of the dress to produce an apronJike effect. Maria's boots
accented this Victorian feel by having the stout, high booted design favored for children

during that time period (Cunnington, 1990).
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The color value was predominately light which aided in conveying a light, youthful
appearance to the costume. The contrasting medium color value apron provided interest

between the two surfaces of dress and apron avoiding a visual sameness and lack of accent.
The volume of the dress appeared medium in relation to the dancer's body.

Act I, Scene II began the dream sequence of Maria's role. Maria appeared in the
traditional costume of

a

nightgown that rvas worn to the conclusion of the ballet. The soft

flowing lines of the gown restated the dream like quality of the moment (see Figure 24).
The gown was heavily textured with lace on the top bodice grving relief to the simplicity

of the nightgown and adding a touch of elegance. The neckline was squared and cut
below the bust in an empire silhouette. The three layers of lace trim added to the bottom
portion of the go\iltt established a horizontal line extending across the body. This linc
increased the apparent width of the skirt. The horizontal line also created a restful and calm

illusion. The light color value of the entire golvn entered into the projection of

a dream-

like feel. The outline was soft edged and unbroken. The volume appeared to be medium.

Figure 24. Cindy Winsor as Maria (n.d.). Courtesy of thç Royal Winnipeg Baltet.
Photography by Faul Martens.
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lvfaria was transformed into a graceful dancer, leaving the childhood of her past and
entering into another phase of her young

life.

The nightgown did not appear to be

symbolic of childhood but rather of a dignified gown reflective of her role as a young
adult. The replacement of her boots with pink, satin pointe shoes reinforced the look

of

grace and elegance for her transformation.

Louise
Louise was costumed as the glamorous, romantic older sister to Maria and the
prima ballerina at the Hoftheater. Her costumes were studied from black and white
photographs located in the Royal Winnipeg Ballet archives and from the costume sketches

of Jurgen Rose in thc wardrobe bible.
In Act I, Scene I Louise appeared at the birthday celebration as,"abird of Paradise
among the brorvn lvrens, her dress in a Parisian mode that has not yet reached this

provincial town..." (Maynard,1973

p.7l).

The silhouette of the party dress was

suggestive of the bustle period during the Victorian era (see Figure

25). The bodice

resembled a boned bodice with a V-shaped point extending down over the waistline at the

front. The skirt was layered

as would have been seen during the fashion of that

time and a

large pouched fabric drape at the back simulated the bustle look. A ruffled flounce edged
the plunging, scooped neckline setting Louise's dress apart from the other guests who wore

high necklines (see Figure 16). This fashionably different dress for Louise made her stand
out in the party scene.
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F

igure 25. Evelyn Hart

as Louise

(n.d.). Courtesy of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

The costume \l/as texturally rich. The bold repeated lines ofthe pattern on the sheer

fabric repeated the scalloped edges of the skirt and the overskirt. The tone on tone pattern
gave a ccrtain luminescence to the appearance of the dress. The curved lines projected a

strong sense of movement and appeared soft and graceful supporting the vision of Louise
as the

ballerina. The predominant line of the costume rvas curved, supported by the

scalloped edges, the rounded neckline, the fabric pattem and the rounded line of the skirt.
The shoulder line continued the rounded edges with a scalloped edged flounce. The
costume color value was medium. The volume of the costume appeared to be medium in

relation to the body.

ln Act I, Scene II, Louise's costume reflected the practice session at the rehearsal

hall. The silhouette consisted of a simple tutu-like costume that might

have been worn in

the nineteenth century (see Figure 26). The skirt of that time period was soft and mid thigh
as opposed to the

stiff

pancake like appearance of tw'entieth century tutus. The bodice was
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a softer version, rounded rather than pointed at the waistline. The tight color value

complimented Gunther's costume who appeared in the rehearsal scene (see Figure 2t).
The stark set design of a bare room with only a barre was repeated in the austere nature

of

the practice çostumes of both Louise and her parfner Gunther.

Fieure 26. Tara Birtwhistle as Louise in Act I, Scene II (n.d.). Courtesy of the Royal
WinnipegBallet. Photography by David Cooper.

The line of the practice tutu was curved, supported by the bell shaped skirt and the
curved neckline that was accentuated by a rounded ruffle at the top bodice edge. The

volume of the tutu appeared to be medium when compared to the body.
Louise appeared in her last costume in Act II, in the scene called The Performance.
The costume, studied from black and white photographs was a classical tutu that closely
reflected the costume of Gunther as he appeared in their grand pas de deux (see Figure 27).

This classical style of the tutu enabled the precision and the execution of the dance to be
highly visible.

".$
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Fisure 27. Margaret Slota as Louise and Baxter Branstetter in Act tr (n.d.). Courtesy
the Royal Winnipeg Ballct.

of

The costume replicated the appliquéd detail and the V-shape design seen on the

tunic of Gunther. The dark color value of the bodice extended down over the hips and then
graduated into the skirt of the tutu from dark, to medium, to tight at the outer rim of the

skirt which appeared to soften the starkness of two strong color value costumes together.
The silhouette of the tutu was umbrellalike with a slight fall from the hip line as compared

to tutus skirts that are more rigidly extended outward. The volume of the tutu in
comparison to thc dançer's body appeared to be mçdium.

By 1985, Neumeier's production of the Nutcracker had est¿blished itself

as a

success. Sandra Sobko of the V/innipeg Free Press commented "Last evening's
performance came within seats of being sold out in the 2,200 seat Concert Hall"

("Christmas ballet", 1985). By 1989, Neil Harris of the Winnipee Free Press wrote, "The
Royal Winnipeg Ballet delighted an audience... with their traditional holiday presentation
of Nutcracker" (company's fatigue", 19s9). Again inlggí,colleenBaker of the
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Winnipeg Free Press reported, "Attending the festivities of Maria's 12ù birthday party, as
presented in The Royal lVinnipeg Ballet's Nutcracker, has become a holiday tradition

in

this city" ("RWB's Nutcracker", 1996).
John Neumeier's interpretation of the Nutcracker gave its last performançe on

December 27, 1998 at the Centennial Concert Hall in Winnipeg. It had enjoyed a26-year
run but the Winnipeg audience and the local critics had grown tired of the work. Irr 1997,

Kim Coghill, critic for the Winnipeg Free Press commented, "It's time for whomever
keeps programming the Nutcracker to toast this chestnut" ("Hofftnan delightful,-lgg7).

lndeed, in 1999 the new version of the Nuteracker began its career.

The Ro)¡al Winnipeg Ballet and the Christmas Nutcracker

The primary source material for the 1999 production of the Nuteracker was not
archived at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet because at this time the production had been
perfonned for only two seasons. There was a limited selection of black and white
photographs kept within the communications department of the Company but only one
character, that of Clara was of value. However, the wardrobe deparhnent of the Royal

Winnipeg Ballet maintained a complete collection of the costume sketches of Paul Daigle
in their wardrobe bible. Several photographs were located from a collection of

a

private,

professional photographer in the city of Winnipeg and contributed to the study of Clara,
Drosselmeier, the Prince, and the Sugar Plum Fairy. Unfortunately, not all costumes of the
characters under study were available. As the production at this time was only two years

old there were only two issues of Ballet Hoo printed.
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The Royal Winnipeg Ballet's newNutcracker 1999
A-fter the success

of a26-year run of Neumeier's Nutcracker, the production was

retired in 1998. Andre Lewis, as artistic director of the company, commissioned a new
version of thc Nutcracker to meet the demands of an audience that rvanted a Christmas
based ballet and to revitalize the repertoire of the Company that had a reputation as a

populist ballet (canada's Royal winnipeg Ballet,1996lg7;Ballet Hoo, 1999).

A

production that Lewis had attended in Holland inspired his new creation. He wanted to
draw his Nutcracker frorir the ballet's Russian roots. In addition to this he was interested

in giving the ballet a Canadian feel (Ballet Hoo, 1999). He established the Canadian
content in the opening of Act I with a hockey game being played on the Assiniboine River,
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police conducting a mini musical ride, and a fortress that
resembled the Parliament building (WinniBçgFree Press, Dec.19, 1999). Reported by

Michael Crabb in the Winnipes Free Press, Aldre Lewis was responsible for programming
that would attraçt audicnce and make money while maintaining the Company's arfistic

integrity, ("Ballet director", 2A0Ð.
The new Nutcrücker premiered on December 17, lg99 at a production cost of one

million dollars

as reported in the Winnipeg Free Press, ("R\ryB surplus",

2000). The ballet

was choreographed by Galina Yordanova and Nina Menon in a collaborative effort.
Yordanova, the Resident Guest Teacher for the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, was recognized for
her expertise in the Russian tradition of the ballet. Her task rvas to keep the baltet close to
its Russian roots. In the company's 1998199 season, Menon was retained as the
Company's Resident Choreographer (EAll€!-Hqs, 1999). She concentrated on creating a
choreography that would be visually pleasing to Canadian children, giving them a sense

of
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inclusion in the ballet. The roles of young Claraand her brother Fritz used children from
the ballet's professional school unlike most productions of the Nutcracker. Menon also
used students from the recreational division at the ballet for the extra children required

ihrouglrour rhe ballet (LlsüdayliÉIs, 2000).
The set design and costume design was an artistic union between Brian Perchaluk
and Paul Daigle under the direction of Andre

Lewis. Perchaluk had carried out work

within theater butNutcracker was his first endeavor in ballet design. The time period for
Nutcracker was placed in Winnipeg in 1913, just before the outbreak of World War I at a
time when the city of Winnipeg vias prosperous and the home to new arrivals seeking a
better life. Perchaluk quoted in the Winnipeg Free Press stated, "It has a lot of elements
that connect instantly with us here on the Prairies", (Walker, December 17,2AA0,p.

Dl).

Paul Daigle, born in New Brunswick and educated at the Nova Scotia College

of

A¡t and Design had already established a background with the Royal \ilinnipeg Ballet both
as a dancer and

following his retirement from the company in 1988, as a costume designer

for several productions. Included in his past work for the Royal Winnipeg Ballet were
Sequoia, Lu Princesse et le Soldat, Symphony No. I, Angels in the Architecture, La Folia,
A Darkness Between Us, Miroirs, The Rite of Spring, and Dracula (Canada's Royal
TVinnipeg Ballet, 1994195). The new

Nutgacker praduction allotted Daigle $300,000 for

the creation of costumes and the creation of the creatures included in the production

(Walker, December 17, 2000).
The tale of the Nutcracker began at the turn of the cenfury circa 1913, in a home
located in Winnipeg. It was the occasion of a Christmas festivity for a celebration of the
holidays.
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Libretto
Act I, Scene

f:

Cþrats Bedroom

It is Christmas Eve and l}-year-old Clara is in her bedroom standing in front of the

mirror.

She is practicing her ballet steps so that she

will

danee

well and impress her

glamorous Aunt Josephine who is arriving from Montreal for the party. The toys in her

room, a monkey, a bunny, and a ballerina are her audience andthey v/arm to her
performance. Clara's Maila comes to question why Clara is not dressed for the party and
to ask where Clara's younger brother Dieter might be found. With his sr.vord in hand,
Dieter jumps unexpectedly out of a large armoire to a flourish of activity. Grandmother

Marguerite enters the bedroom when things settle down and takes photographs of her much
beloved grandchildren. Fritz, the older brother appears, pretending to fall down like a dead
man, frightening Dieter so much that Grandmother must console him while Claraand Fritz
disappear off to the parfy.
Scene

II: The Chråstmas Party
Mama, Papa, and the butler are concerned that the Christmas tree has not yet

arrived. The guests begin to appear and everyone turns to Aunt Josephine who is
conspicuous in her grand manner of dress. She is accompanied by her fiancé, Edouard,

who is very handsome in his military uniform. Finally, Mr. Drosselmeier arrivçs withthe
Christrnas tree. Clara is introduced to Mr. Drosselmeier's grandnephew, Julien" who has

glolvn even more handsome than the previous year. Clara is very shy around Julien. The
tree is decorated and with great ceremony, Clara places the star at the peak ofthe tree. Mr.
Drosselmeier distributes his hand carved presents. Dieter is pleased with his four Mounted

Police and Clara is delighted by her pop-up book, which reveals a miniature garden. Clara
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escapes during the meal to look at her book and imagines great dances taking place

between her toy princess and her cavalier who resemble Aunt Josephine and Edouard. The

doorbell rings and the imagined dancers disappear. A giant bear enters and performs a
happy dance with the Christmas toys, Julien presents Clara with a special toy gift of a

Nutcracker. The parly ends with dancing and a sense of romance.
Scene ItrI: BedÉime

Clara returns to her bed and falls asleep but is quickly awakened by the noise of the

slamming armoire door. She searches for her Nutcracker to give her comfort and not able
to find him, runs to the living room. In the living room there are sounds of little mice as
the clock strikes midnight.
Scene

IV: The Living Room
The living room is bathed in moonlight as strange things begin to occur. The room

and the Christmas tree begin to

grow. The mice come out of hiding and attack Clara rvho

is saved by Julien who is transformed into a Nutcracker. The toy Mounted Police come
alive and enter into a fierce battle against the mice. Giant peas and carrots enter into the

foray. The Mouse King shoots Fritz rvho was bravely trying to rescue Dieter from the
battle. Clara and the Nutcracker unite to defeat the Mouse King and events change again.
Scene

V: A Magical Forest
Clara is transformed into a beautiful ballerina and the Nutcracker is her attractive

prince. They dance in the magical forest under the stars and the Northern Lights
begins to snow.

as

it
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Act

II, Scene I:

The Kingdom

The Prince escorts Clarato his kingdom. At the castle gates another battle ensues
engaging evil bats and other flying creatures. The Prince is victorious in the battle. The
Sugar Plum Fairy appears to greet Clara and presents her with a magrÇ wand that furns hcr

pop-up book she had received at the family party into a series of real events, the

divertissements. There are dances from many different ethnic backgrounds that remind us
of the multicultural face of Canada. The Prince begins his dance with Clara in the pas de
deux, fulfilling her drearn of being a graceful ballerina. The dance comes to an end and all
the inhabitants of the kingdom come together to wish them a happy return to their home.
Scene IX:

Early Morning

The dream is over and Clara awakens safe in her own bedroorn. The toy

Nutcracker still remains in the room in the same place Clarahad left him before she had
fallen asleep. She is happy to see that, indeed, Fritz is aiive. Fritz excitedly gives her the
new-s

that outside, the snow has begun to

fall.

They excitedly dress to go out and enjoy the

fresh snowfall together (Ballet Hoo, 1999).

Costume findings for the 1999 Nutcracker

Act I was set in an elegant home of 1913 Winnipeg. Perchaluk's housç set was
inspired by the family home of a Winnipeg patron (Balet Hoo, 2û00). Many props
associated with big budgeted productions were used; a

life size roller blading bear, flying

creatures, a glowing Christmas tree, falling snow, and transportation to a magical forest.

Act II, the Kingdom, was characterized by a pop-up book scene and a tribute to Canada's

multicultural heritage through the divertissements (Ballet Hoo, 2000). The background for
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the costume design by Paul Daigle was carefully researched. For inspiration and
documentation of dress in Winnipeg in the early part of the twentieth century he studied
photographs, paintings and consulted histories of Winnipeg from local archives. The

military style uniforms that appeared in the first and third acts of thç ballet were inspired
by the period dress of the Canadian Mounties and grenadiers, while the Nutcracker himself
was fashioned after an early Canadian soldier. To project the cold and snowy climate

of

Winnipeg, in the opening scene the characters were laden with miuens, toques, boots, and
fur coats. Anne Armit, Director of Wardrobe at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, stated that the
costumes that appeared in the first act and fìnal scene were based on historical evidence

but those of the second act were illusions of fantasy (personal communication, July,2001).

Ðnosselmeien
The primary source materials available for Drosselmeier rvere severely limited to
the design sketches taken from the wardrobe bible. I w?s, therefore, unable to assess
certain characteristics within the evidence available.

Drosselmeier's costume consisted of a winter overcoat, fur hat, and a three-piece

suit. The overcoat worn in Act I was replicated from
a copy

a Canadian catalogue

of which was in the wardrobe biblc (see Figure 28).

circa 1913, and
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Fieure 28" Drosselmeier taken frorn the wardrobe bible. Courtesy of the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet.

Its description detailed a full fur coat, quilted lining, and a large shawl collar. The
appearance of fur emphasized the atmosphere of a cold

climate. This projection of cold

was accentuated by the large collar giving an increasçd feeling of weight to the costume
and the image that such a collar would be protection in a severe

climate. The silhouette

was shapeless, a boxed image in outline. The line rvas vertical with the eye being focused
on a straight vertical path. The fur like texture not only gave the illusion of a cold climate,

it also served to validate the knowledge that this was a character from

a prosperous

background in the city of Winnipeg. The color value and the volume were unable to be
determined.
The primary source material for the three-piece suit was also only available in thc
wardrobe bible. The suit recreated from the costume design of Paul Daigle
was fashioned to the style of circa 1913 (see Figure 29).
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Fisure 29. Drosselmeier from thc wardrobe bible. Couriesy of the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet.
The jacket was cut to

fall over the hip line, the lapels were narrorv and small, and

the button closure was high at the neckline, a design that was based on the cut of men's
jackets during the early 1900s (Tortora, 1994).13 Four very prominent pockets on the

jacket front gave visual detail and contrast as well as projecting the feel of a homespun
garment suitable for the prairie environment. The trousers were double pleated at the

waistline, cut loosely around the hips and tapered to the bottom-cuffed hçm. The vertical
line of the body was divided by the horizontal hem of the jacket creating bulk to ttre figure
making it appear solid and substantial. The color value or volume could not be
determined.

13

Early

201h

century jackets were cut longer than modern jackets. They were buttoned higþ had smail lapels,

and could be single or double breasted (Tortora, 1994).
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Frince
The costume of the Prince was evaluated from two color photographs taken by a
private professional photographer and from the costume sketches of Paul Daigle contained

in the Company's wardrobe biblc. The photographs

\À¡ere

printed in color.

The Prince's costume was a stylized version of a military uniform adapted to
dancervear and restated the military look of the toy Nutcracker. The primary accent piece

of the costume was the military tunic. The remainder of the costume consisted of avest,
the traditional leotards, and soft constructed calf length dance boots (see Figure 30).

Figure 30. Lissette Salgado as Clara and Reyneris Reyes as the Prince, 2000. Courtesy
Keith Levit Photogaphy.

of

The silhouette of the costume outlined the body following its natural curves. The

tunic was created with a military influence by the addition of honzontal sfipedbraiding
aftached at the center front opening. The cuffs of the sleeves were of an accent fabric
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simulating a military cuff. The vest of the costume was barely visible but added a touch

of

interest and textural contrast. The line of the costume in the tunic was curved from the

neckline at the front opening and continued in a C curve to the back of the tunic. This line
would have contributed to a lyrical fecl of movement that added to the grace and
expressiveness of the Prince's chanclerization. A visual contrast was created by the
change in color value betrveen the tights and the tunic that gave a crispness to the

military

feel of the costume. The sharp, crisp lines of the costume edges promoted a sense

of

military precision. The volume of the costume appeared to be small in relation to the
dancer's body.

In Act II, Scene I, The Kingdom, the Prince performed the pas de deux with Clara,
changing his military styled costume for that of a regal Prince. The information for the
evaluation of this costume was heavily based upon the design sketch from the wardrobe

bible and partial views of the costume frorn photographs (see Figure 31).
This costume of the Prince consisted of a tunic and leotards that were in a similar

color range. This like color value established a strong vertical line. The silhouette
followed the curve of the dancer's body allowing for the technical intricacies of the dance
to be clearly visible when performing with Clara in the pas de deux. The tunic front was
cut in a C shape repeating the lines of his previously worn military costume. Visual
interest was enhanced by the addition of textured fabrics and lace trims, reiterating the feel

of the royal characterization of the Prince.
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Fisure 31. Costume sketch of the Prince for the pas de deux by Paul Daigle. Courtesy of
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

CIara
The photographic evidence for Clara consisted ofseveral color processed
photographs and the design sketches of Paul Daigle from the rvardrobe bible. The
available photographs did not include one of the three costumes worn by Clara but the
design sketch was contained in the wa¡drobe bible.
Ctara, in the opening of the Nutcracker, was performed by a professional student

of

the Royal Winnipeg Ballet School. The evidence for this costume included color
photographs and a design sketch from the wardrobe bible (see Figure 32). The silhouette

of the costume was straight from the neck to the hem without any indentation at the

waistlinç. The bodice was shapeless and a belt effect occurrcd at the hips. The box shaped
outline was restated by the square neckline. The hip line of the design and the box shape
of the outline gave a strong vertical accent. Although the time period for the ballet rvas
circa 1913, this outline was more reflective of the early1920s. The tiered skirt portion

of
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the costume and the addition of two ruffled layers of lace on the sleeves gave a textured
richness complementing the straight outline and also identifying this costume as a pafiy

dress. Seen just below the hemline of the dress were bloomers repeating the lace effect

of

the dress. The volume appeared to be small. The color valüe was light.

Fieure 32. Kali Stal as Clara in Act I, 2000. Photography courtesy of Keith Levit.
Clara's nightgov"n first seen in the Nutcracker was viewed from several black and

white photographs and from the wardrobe bible's costume sketch (see Figure 33). The
gown was cut on the bias for a soft, flowing line creating a large circumference at the hem
that allowed for great volume of movement inthe dance. The silhouette was an empire

outline, cut under the bust and falling over the waist and hips. The tine created was
strongly vertical supported by the sameness of the color value for thc complete costume.
Contrast was added to the gown by the ruffled sleeves, ruffled shoulders, and a shirred

bodice. The sheer fabric and the gathered detailing gave a soft edge to the outline. The

t02

volume appeared to be medium in relation to the dancer's body. The color value was not
assessed, as only color-processed photographs were available.

Figure 33. Lissette Salgado as Clara and Yasuyo Takao as the Bear, 1999. Courtesy of
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet. Photography by Paul Martens.
Over the nightgown, Clara wore a housecoat. This information was available only
as the design sketch

from the wardrobe bible (see Figure 34). Cut in the same long,

vertical lines of the nightgown, it was edged with lace through the high neckline, extending
down the center front opening that exaggerated the simple vertical lines of the costume.
The lace edgings and ruffled effect were repeated at the edge of the long and full sleeves.
Fashioned from chiffon fabric with organza trim, the edges were soft and rotrnded,
aceentuated by the applied

ruffles. The interpretation of the costumç was a reflection of

maturity rather than one of youth.
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Figure 34, Costume sketch of Clara's housecoat from the wardrobe bible. Courtesy of the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

Sugar Ph¡m Fairy
The costume for the Sugar Plum Fairy was examined from several color
photographs belonging to a private professional photographer. The design sketch was

available from the wardrobe bible.
The Sugar Plum Fairy appeared in Act tr in the pas de deux with the Prince. Her
costume reflected the feeling of fantasy of the second Act of the Nutcracker production
(see Figure

35). The classical tutu worn by the Sugar Plum Fairy was cut with a v-shaped

bodice extending over the waistline. The front of the bodice was decorated with a
repeating v-shaped decoration of lace and beads creating a confi'asting texture and richness.
This v-shaped bodice repeated the v-shaped bodices of the corps de ballet costumes of the
second

act. The body of the tutu was overlaid with a separate layer of material of rounded

edges. Orgarua sleevettes were wom on the upper arm giving an accent feature to the
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arms. The color value of the costume was light and the volume appeared medium in
relation to the dancer's body. The costume

rryas

accessorizedby anecklace, eanings and a

tiara.

E ggle J4 Lissette Salgado as the Sugar Plum Fairy (n.d.). Photography courtesy
Keith Levit.

of

The Royal WinnipegBallet's two productions of the Nutcracker are distinctively

different from each other. The Neumeier production enjoyed a26-year tradition

of

presentations to be followed by the new mega production that appears to be expected by

today's audiences. The new production is anticipated to continue the success

of

Neumçier's version. Morley Walker of thc IVinnipcg Free Press wrote, "It is expected to
sell out most of its 11 local performances before it closes Dec.27" ("Opening-night',
1999). In 2000, Walker of the Winnipee Free Press reported, *Virtually all of last year's
shows were sold

oul

This contributed mightilyto the troupe's healtþ bottom line and

pretty much guarantees that it will tour for years to come" ("Rosy side", 2000).
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The foilowing chapter discusses The Nutcracker findings at the Nationai Baiiet
Cana<Ía and the Royal Winnipeg

Baliet. The main focus of the cÍiscussion is -oased on the

costume <Íifferences and similarities of the fow principai roles. Conciusions are drawn

from the finrÍings.

of
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CHAPTER SD(
DISCU-S SION

AND CONCLUSIONS

Discussion of two unique ballet companies

of

The foilowing chapter notes the different backgrounds of the Nationai Ballet
CanacÍa anci the Royal Winnipeg Baiiet and their productions

of The Nutcracker with the

main focus ofthe material relating to the costumes ofthe four principal roles within the
prociuctions. The conclusions ofthe research conciucted are presenteci foliowing the
discussion of the results in tiús cîrapter.
The National Ballet of Canada is located in Tbronto, the most populous
Canacia and one

ofthe country's largest tourist destinations.

T-he beginnings

cþ

in

of the

company were founded on close ties to the ciassical traditions of batlet in Britain through

its founder Celia Fïanca and were based upon the image of England's Royal Ballet

(formerly Sadler's WeÌls Baliet). It is dedicated largely to the fult-îength classics

anci the

classical exploration ofdance. The company acknowledges itselfas the only Canadian
company to present a fulÎ range oftraditional classics. In recent years, the company has

introduced works with a modern infÏuence. The largest baltet company in Canada, The
National Ballet of Canada employs 67 dancers for its various works.
The distinctly different geographical locations ofthe Nationai Ballet ofCanada and
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet have influence<i the uniqueness of these two companies. The

Royal Wìnnipeg Ballet, Manitoba, was establishe<Í in the spirit ofthe character ofthe
prairies, with determination and guts, born in the mid<ile ofthe wheat fields. It was
founded as a ballet for the people, with an eye to the taste of the audience and the talents

of

it7

its ensembie of <Íancers. It has aiways been note<i as a contemporary -baiiet company, one
that has diversity in its repertoire while buii<üng on the ciassics. In recent years it has been
recognized as having achieved a fine baiance between the ciassicai tracÍitíons of Europe
anci the boldness of contemporary ballet, which

in turn has pro<Íuceri a styie unique to itseif

(Souvenir Program, i99611997'). It hoids the <Íistinction of being Canada's ol<iest bailet
company ancÍ the iongest continuousiy operating baliet company in North America. It was
bestowe<Í

II.

with the royal title in i953, the first grante<Í under the reign of Queen Elizabeth

The Royal Winnipeg Bailet is a company smaiier in size than the Nationai Ballet

of

Canada. The company retains 26 <Íancers and therefore must choose its repertoire
accor<iingly.

The National Ballet of Canacia premiered its first fuli-iength prociuction of Tne

Nutcracker in 196a. It quickly became a hoiiciay tradition. The Company iras performed
the baiiet consecutively until the present time. It has become the biggest box office draw
that shows no sign of iessening in its popularity each Yuieticie season.
The Royal WinnipegBailet premiered the Nutcracker

ini972.

Although it did not

run consistently each holiday season, it was produced 15 times untii the year 1995. Since
1996 it has had five consecutive runs and appears to have established itself as a lVinnipeg

traciition. It has been the box office <iraw for the Company and has piayeci repeatedly
to soid out au<iiences.
Four productions of Tne Nutcracker were studied, two at the Nationai Ballet
Canacia and

of

two at the Royal Winnipeg Baliet. One performance was examineci in each

year that the prociuction ran for both companies. At the conciusion of this study the

National Bailet of Canada haci performeo the N-utcracker 37 years

an<i

the Royal Winnipeg
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Baiiet ha<i performed Nacracker for 20 years. Therefore, even though the costumes
remained the same in each procÍuction, 32 costumes \¡/ere anaiyzedin 57 performances

of

The Nutcracker.

In each of the four prociuctions anaiyzed,there occurre<i a variation in names ofthe
four principal roles. Table 2 ciepicts the speliing of the names as they were written in the
ii-bretto of each production of The Nutcracker.

Ta-ble

2. Identification of the principai roies in The Nutcracker

NBC

1964

NBC

1995

R\ryB 1972

RWB

1999

Drosselmeyer

Nikolai

Drosselmeier

Drosselmeier

Prince

Prince

Gunther

Prince

Clara

Marie

Maria

Clara

Sugar Plum Fairy

SugarPlumFairy

Louise

SugarPlum Fairy

Librefto
At the N:ational Bailet of Canad4 the libretto of Ceiia Franca's t9ó4 production of
The Nutcracker folTowe<Í the traciitionai story

line of E.T.A. Hoftnann with the

choreography baseci upon the original work of Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanov with the

addition of Franca's own experience of having danced in faditional Nutcrackers. John
Kudeika's new 1995 Nutcrøcker production aiso relied upon the originai Hlofftnann tale
but Kucielka

acÍ<ie<Í

his own sensibilities of a Russian based bailet. Kucielka worke<Í the
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choreography to his own particuiar uncierstanding of the interpretation of the iibretto he
hacÍ created

for the 1995

Nutcracicer.
i

Within the company of the Royal Winnipeg Baliet,the two productions of
Nutcracker were vastly difièrent. Jrohn Neumeier's 1972 Nutcrscker was not the
traditional tale of a Christmas story but based upon John Cranko's 1966 version of a
birthday parfy

an<Í a

giri entering into the next phase of iife. To Cranko's ii-bretto, he

created his own choreography for his i972 Nutcracker atthe Royal Winnipeg

Batiet. The

su'bsequent 1995 Nutcracker commissioned by Ancire Lewis, was grounded in Russian

roots from the 1830's. Gaiina -Y-ordanova an<i Nina Menon createcÍ original choreography

for the i995 Royai \,Vinnipeg Baliet production. Tabie 3 shows the iibretto

as based

upon

the traditional version of The Nutcracker and the time setting in which the pro<Íuctions
were piaced.

Table 3. A comparison of The Nutcracker libretto anci the time setting in which thel¡
occurred

Company

Traditional

Non Traditional

Time Setting

NBC

1964

o

Victorian

NBC

1995

o

Russia 1830's

RWB

1972

RWB

1999

a

o

Victorian
Winnipeg
Circa l9l3

The National Baiiet set both of its pro<iuctions of lihe Nutcracker in the Victorian

Period and baseci its iibretto on the traditionai tale of E.T.A. Hloffinan with minor

tr0

variations. The ciassicai roots ofthe company were transferred to the making ofboth
Nutcrqcker productions. The 1972 Neumeier Nutcracker atthe Royal lVinnipeg Ballet
was a direct diversion from the traditional libretto but it maintained the setting ofthe

conventional Victorian Period. The 1999 production of the Nutcracker portrayed the roots
of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet as a populist company that acknowledged its Winnipeg
interests while maintaining the libretto in the traditional style.

Silhouette

Table 4. Comparison of the costume silhouettes of the fow principal characters
Charscter

¡{BC

DROSSELN{DYE]ì,
DROSSELMEIER

Victorian

Etlljiu

1964

GUNTHER

//

lcrl

Victorian

R\ilB

1999

Winnipeg
Ci¡c¿ 1913

Trmicll,eotards
Outüne ofbody

Trlnic.,{LeoÉards

Militarv'
Trrnìc/Le+tarrls

Militarv
Trmir/Le+tards

Outline of body

Same costume as Àct

Tunicll,eofards
Outäne

PR-INCF. 4rr

1972

ofindy

II

PRINCE ActI

RWB

1995

Russian lEiu
Russian 1830
T¡mic¡{Leotards
Outline ofbody

nt

Act

¡rBc

I

Outline of body

Jacket Trnicy'Leotards
Outiue uf t*xly

Military
Pmctice Tunb

'Jùttbof bdy
Act

Trmicy'Leotards
Outline of body

II

CLAX.A' ¡vIARlE,

Party Dress

N4ARI,A

Crinoline period

D¡ess/Coat
Victorian

Parfy Dress
Victorian

Party Dress

Nightgown

Nigþtgown
Eøpiæ

Nighúgown

1920's outline

ffic.torian)
Bell shaped

Nigþtgorm

I;mfire
Co¡t

R¡i¡actic

Housecoaf
Ernoíre
C¡æstca¡ tÌ¡ftr

Emoire

SUüAiiPLUMFÀIRY
LOUISE

Ctassicaå Tuù¡¡

Ctsssicai

l;r'¡.ire

fi¡.'r'¡

Part¡r Dress
Bustle peciod
(Victorian)

Pr¡ctice tutu
Romantic

Victorian tuh¡
Classical tutu

lir
The character of Drosselmeyer in the tiree pro<Íuctions containing fus roie, were

not exact reprociuctions of the time perio<Í but

<Íi<i

evoke the essence of the period set out in

the iibretto as Victorian. Each costume exhibited a flavor of their particular Victorian era.
The role of Nikoiai that repiaced Drosseimeyer in the NTationat Ballet of Canacia's 1995

production was strongiy suggestive of Cossack dress during i830s Russia.
The Prince and the roie of Gunther in each of the productions, foiiowed the

traditionai maie dancewear associated with ciassical roies. Each character wore the fitted

tunic and tights that best dispiaye<i the tecirniques of the cÍance ancÍ in Act Il-, the costumes
serve<Í to

compiiment the ciassicai tutu worn by the Sugar Pium Fairy and Louise in the

pas de deux. A miiitary eiement was introduceci into the silhouette of the Prince in the
Nl-ationai

Baiiet's i995 prociuction, anci in ffre i972 and 1999 pro<Íuctions at the Royai

Wìnnipeg Bailet. In the lgT2Eranca production, the Prince reflected the abstract setting

of

the set <iesign an<Í was not in keeping with a miiitary associate<i siihouette.
Each of the productions was characterized in the opening scene of the party with
CTara,Marie, Maria, and Louise, in a costume silhouetting the iines of the period setting

of

the production. The transition of this roie from the reality of the opening act into the land

of fantasy was, in each production, symbolized by the donning of

a

nightgown.

The spirit of the Sugar Pium Fairy appeared in aii productions in the dancewear

of

the classical tutu. The silhouette of the ciassical tutu has historicaiiy been associated with
the role of the bailerina. The importance of the pas de {ieux, the technicat abllity of the

baiierina, ancÍ the roots of this roie from the originai performance were maintaine<Í in the
traditionai costume. Louise, in the untraditional baiiet of Joirn Neumeier, aiso retaine<i the
ciassical tutu in tire pas cÍe <ieux.

it2

Design line
Table 5 <ietaiis the tÍominant <iesign iines that were noted in the stu<Íy of the four

principal costumes. A <iesign iine is

a connection between

two points or the edge of an

object where no discemabie iine can be seen. Line ieacis the direction of the eye and
emphasizes the psychoiogicai meanings associateci with the iines direction and the

line's

edge (Davis, 1987').

Table 5. Comparison of design iines of the four principai characters
ìvÞDROSSELMEYE&
DROSSELMEIER

l4t{

D.JÞ

r

Oã+

LlJÈ tCûG

Tailcoat
Ensemble
Vertica.l, bolci

JackefVest
Vertical, bold

Cape
Full, draped,
bold
Coaú

Ve¡tical, square, soft

Act

îlnical told

I

Coat Ensemble

Vvrlicaì, soli

II
lctl

Coat Ensemble
Vertical. soft

Act

PRINCE

Tuniclleotards

Tuniclleotards

Tmicll,eotarils

Vertical,

Vertical, sharp, bold

Vertical, curved. soft

Classical dance

lire

Cape
Combination

of

SL-aighL/argle+l

Act

vutìtruÃ

II

Tuniclleotards

Tunic/Leotards

Vertioal, sham, bold

Same cosh:¡ne as Aot

á¿zr

Tunic/Leotarils

I

Vertical. curved, soft

Jæß luructlJeotåru
Vertical, soft
Practice Tunie
Vertical, soÈ

CLARA,MARIE,

Party Dress

Trmic/Leotards
Vertical. sham
Part¡r Dress

MARIA

Rounded, soft & sharp
,'Js.:s

Curved, simple lines,
s.:ft

Act

Iï

Party Dress
Vertical, rectangulaç
¡,rft

Dress/Coat
rr¡grrlgvw¡i
Rounded. soft

SUGARPLUM
FAIRY

LOUISE

Classical Tutu
Classical lines,
V-shaped lines, triangles,
Fnsms

Cu¡ved
r!rË,rrrÈ,ufú
Rounded, sofr
Classical Tutu
Ciassical iìnes
V-shaped lines

r\rÈ¡.Ëúú[

Ãl¡{ñ¡sÊcûÂÉ

Rounded. soft

Rouuded, soft

Classical Tutu
Classical lines
V-shaped lines

Parf¡r Dress
Curved, soft
Pe*cá!r-d T¡¡ÊE¡

Curved, soft
Classical tutu
l:--.-.

il3

Drosselmeyer and Nikoiai \¡/ere po\¡¡erfui characters who possesse<Í magicai skiiis
anci were creators

of dreams. Each pro<iuction in both companies designed costumes for

tiús roie which had. apre<iominant vertical iine to convey tiris characterization. The

vertical iine manifested feelings of fôrce, strength, and the importance of tiris character to
the li'bretto.

In aii prociuctions the verticai iine was preciominant for the roles of the Prince anci
that of Gunther. These roles had, as the greater importance the showcasing of the Sugar
Plum Fairy or Louise in the pas de deux. The strength and force of the ciancer's movement
was accentuateci by the strongly evi<ient vertical line

ofthe body-fitteci costume.

Ciara, Marie, and Maria, in each pro<iuction were roies that projected youth in the

opening scene. The party <iresses anci the <iress/coat were given curveci lines in the

National Baiiet prociuctions an<i in the 1972 pro<iuction at the Royai Winnipeg Baiiet.
Usage of the curved line envisioneci softness anci a roun<iness creating an impression

of

youth. The 1995 prociuction of the Nationai Baiiet reinforceci the verticai iine in keeping
with the iine of the time period and used other <iesign eiements to acirieve the iook of
youth. Ali four productions createci nightgowns with the roun<ied lines associated with
softness and sieepwear.

The ciassicai tutu was createci to highlight the iegwork of the dancer and to free her

from the confines of a cumbersome character costume. Ali of the productions cosfumed
the Sugar Pium Fairy in the ciassical tutu for the irighlight of her role, the pas de deux.
Louise, in her pas de deux in the 1972 Royai Winnipeg Ballet production, was also
costumeci in the classicai

tutu. The tutus were characterized by crisp iines and V-shaped

bo<üôes that gave emphasis to the

waist iine. The 1972 Royai WinnipegBallet introduceci

ii4

a softer version of an eariier futu that was curved. Louise's costume in Practice Haii was a

shorter version of the romantic futu.

Costume rietail
Tabie 6 outiines the costume cietail for the principal characters. This detail was
interest in orcier to perceive the costume as either compiicated or uncompiicated in the
number of eiements ad<ied to the costumes.

Table 6. Comparison of costume <ietaii in the four principai characters
Character

NBC

DROSSELMEYER,

Tailcoat

l.rI\\r!)

ù-E-LlVl.e-fD-t\

1964

NBC

1995

RWB 1972

RWB i999

.[JIlSÈlltrrc

Uncomplicated
Fabdc iexture
Sash

Jacket/Vest
Uncomplicated
Textured fabric
Cape
Uncomplicated

Coat
Uncomplicated
T1..,.
r u¡ r*-.r.,.^
ùv^aul ú

Suit

NIKOLAI

LTncomplicated
Home soun

lcl,I

Coat Ensemble
Complicated
Ornate
abric textr¡re

,t

Applied trims
.E

Act

II

Uutti, ttaù, saslt

Coat Ensemble
ltnr,-r nlirra fe¡{

Omate
Annlierl trimq

eããts

PRTNCE

ActI

Tunic/Leotards

Tuniclleotards

Tunic/Leotards

Uncomplicated
Applied trim

Uncomplicated
Applied trim &
brairi

Uncomplicated
Applied trim

Cape
T..^--.-r.r1!^^+--,l
utÌwlttullucLuu

T

of

i15

Act

II

Applied design

Tunic/Leotards
Applied

desþ

Tuniclleotards
Act

GUNTTIER

Tunic/I-eotards

Same costume as

U-ncomplicafed

I

Applied trim

TËxh¡rd

lc¡^I

fab'rics

Jacket
T¡r¡riell€eles{¡s
Uncomplicated
Braid
Sash

Practice Tunic
Uncomplicated

Tuniclleotards
f-l
¿-Ð À È/r ÀÐ Tr
v!ru\+
rvlÆw,

Parf¡'Þress

MARIA

Uncomplicated
eppüed decoration

ü-ncomplicaied
Aoolied desisn
ParËy Ðræs

Uncomplicated
Applied desþ
Pouched sca¡f
Ruffles

& edgings

Þ--k, E\--yrçtû
r4rw
Uncomplicated

Dress/Coat
Complicated

fupliecl trinL belt,
Nightgown

bonnet

I-.,.ncomplicaied

Nigfttgown

Attached

Uncomplicated

tlec+..raIioir

R..ffle.q

i{igftfgon'-n
Uncomplicated
Ap'p,lied dec+r¡:tioil

i{igfttgown
Uncomplicated
ñ-_m-.-

Housecoat
Llncomplicated

SUGARPLUM
FAIRY

LOTIISE

Classical Tutu
Uncomplicated
Textured fàbrics,
tiara

Applied decoration
Rufiles
Classical Tutu
Uncomplicated
Textured fabrics,
sleevettes, tiara

Classical Tutu
Complicated
Severai textured

fabrics, wings,
doul¡le tia¡a

Party Dress
Conplicatcd
Fabric texhre,

ruffles, tie¡ed
fabrics, sash
Practice Tutu
Uncomplicated
Classical Tutu
Uncomplicated

Applied desien

As reported in Ballet Notes, the National Ballet of Canada's 1964 production was
considered atthattime to be costumeci tavishly. The supporting cast was costumed in
reproductions of Victorian clothingthat appeared to be <ietaileci as was the custom in dress
<iuring that era. The principal roles in this work, however, were costumeri in a more

ii6

simplifie<i manner. The estabiishe<i abstract <iesign of the production was repeate<Í in the
costumes througlr the use of appiieci <iecoration. The acÍ<Íition of accessories was minimaf
and therefore uncomplicated in its appiication.

The 1995 production of the National Batiet of Canada in contrast to fhe I9ó4
production was an extravagant and eiaborate production. The cosfumes were ricirly
textureci in patterneci fabrics anci appiied decorations reflecting the ornate presentation

of

1830 clothing in Russia. There was a liberai use of accessories of footwear, hea<Íwear,
sashes, an<Í to reinforce the image

of excess, the SugarPlum Fairy wore a doubie tiara.

The 1972 Royai Winnipeg Bailet production
cÍesign process which leaned towar<Ís

\Mas a

baitet representative of the

simpiicity. The uncompiicated appearance in cietaii

of the major character roies was <Íetaiied by minimaiiy applie<Í design features and trims,
similar to the technique usecÍ in {he i964 procÍuction at the Nationai Baiiet of Cana<Ía.
The Royai WinnipegBaiiet's i999 prociuction entered the age of extravagance in
set <iesign that was reflective of the new age of gadgetry an<i excess

in producti

ons

of The

Nutcracker. However, the costumes of the principaÍ roies were grven ciean lines and only
the necessary detail to promote the

i9l3

seen on the prairies during the time

of -Yuleti<Íe festivities. This was achieved by the use of

appiieci trims, fur
acicüng richness

Wìnnipeg image of ciothing that wouicÍ have been

tex¡res, and edging treafinents that compiimenteci the design lines,

without excess. In ali productions

assesse<i at

costumes of Prince and Gunther had uncomplicated

both companies, tfte

detail. This was the tracütionai

treatment of costuming the Prince an<Í hence Gunther, who join the Sugar Pium Fairy in
the pas de deux.

ii7

Color Value
Tabie 7 outiines the coior vaiue of the principai roies. Coior value was assesse<Í as

ligirt, mediì¡m, or ciark to acfueve

a

reference point rather than an absolute color vaiue.

Tiús reference point was usecÍ to convey some sense of visuai impact of the costumes

within the procÍuctions. A descriptive coior reference was established rather than as a
standarcüze<i measure because of the varie<Í sources of materiais avaiiabie for the
assessment.

Table 7. Comparison of coior value on the four principal character costumes
NBC i964

Character
I-,I\\J,) ù,E,-uVr-D f .Þrt,

railcoal

DROSSELMEIER

Ensemble
n^-t-

FIBC 1995

RWB

1972

RWB

1999

Jacket/Vest
Dark
Cape

Dark (outer fabric)
Light (inner lining)
Coat
Not assessed *

Suit
liT.r¡ ¡¡c¿...-'f

NIKOLAI ActI
Act

Act

GIINTHER

II

lcf

Merlium
Coat Ensemble

II

PRINCE ActI

1

Medium

Tuniclleotards

Tunic/Leotards

Tuniclleotards

TunicJight

Tunic-medium
Leotards-light

Tunic-medium
LeotardsJight

Tunic/Leotards

Tunic/Leotards

T,,-i^_.+.-t.-

Tuníc/Leotards

Sa$1e coslur¡le as

Leotards-lisht

Act

Tr:'¡i--li.r!'+
Leota¡dsJisht

LeotardsJight
Cape
Ligrrt

I
To¡l¡n*

Tuniclleotards
Jacket/Tunic-Light

LeotardsJight
Practice Tunic
Light
Tunic/Leotards
äcl tr

ñ

Coat Ensemble

I ulll(,-Ui1t¡(

LeotardsJishr

ii8

CLARA, MARIE,

MARIÄ

Party Dress
Light
Nightgown
Light

Party Ilress
Light
Nightgown
Light

Nightgown
Light

Party Dress
Light
Nightgown
LrCht
.D.Ul¡ttEUoAI

Lisht
SLTGAII.PLLIM

ñt^^^:**l

FAIRY

Dark

f-

/-

f-l*ec!¡ol 'll'..t..

Clsssics! T:¡låÃ

Lisht

LOLrISE

Lisht
Far{v Ðress
Medium
Practice Tutu

Light
Classical Tutu
Dark iäding to
lieht

* There \ryas no photographic materiai avaiiable,

therefore the color value was not

assessed.

Ret'lecting the prominent roie of Drosseimeyer as a strong presence on ståge, the

coior vaiue assessment of iris costume was dark in both the National Baltet of Canacia's
1964 production anci the

Royal Winnipeg Ballet's i972 production. The corresponding

roie of Nikoiai in the Nationai Baiiet of Canada"s i995 production used a medium coior

vaiue. The importrance of his role reiieci more heavily upon the ornateness of his costume
and the compiicated detail that was supported by the me<iium color value.

The role of the Prince anci the corresponding role of Gunther provided an
interesting point on the use of color value in two of the productions. In Act I ofthe

National Bailet of Canada's 1964 pro<iuction and in Act I of the 1972 production ofthe
Royal Winnipeg Ballet, the Prince anci Gunther were costumed in a iight coior vaiue. In
Act II of these prociuctions, a reversal of coior vaiue was use<i and dark was the highlighted
coior value.

-W-nether

tiris was an establisheci practice with coior value in productions

outsicie of tiús work is unknown but

it is an interesting point to consicier for future stuciy.

The Nationai Baiiet of Cana<ia's t995 production employed a meciium coior vaiue for the

tunic anci a iight coior vaiue for the ieotarcis and the costume remaineci the same in both

il9

Act

1-

an<Í

Act

II.

The i999 prociuction at the Royai -Winnipeg Baliet

use<i a

me<iiunvtight

coior vaiue for the Prince in Act I ancÍ in Act Il- the color value of light was useci to
compiiment the Sugar Plum Fairy.
The roie of Marie, Ciara, anci Maria in each of the productions at both companies
relieci upon the nightgown for the transformation from the world of reaiity to the worl<i

of

fantasy. The traditionai association of the nightgown with sieep and dreaming was
reinforced by the light color value grving an altered state an<i dreamy sensibility to the roie.
The color value used in ali productions for the party scene invoiving Marie, Maria,
or Ciara, was kept iight, setting the mood of lightness an<i gaiety for the parfy. Louise in

ihe

1972 Royal trVinnipeg Ballet pro<iuction was piaced

in

a

medium color vaiue. Louise

was the speciai ciaughter of the family, taiente<i, a dancer who wore styiish French fashion
as compareci to her frumpy sister

Maria. A ciilTerent coior vaiue was

useci for Louise as

one of the elements to set her apart from Maria who was costumed in a light coior vaiue

reinforcing Maria's seemingly secondary piace in the famiiy.
The pas cie deux <ianceci by the Sugar Plum Fairy was the focal point of her roie.

The Sugar Plum Fairy's ciassical tutu in the t964 National Ballet of Canada's prociuction
mirroreci the costume of the Prince in line, detaii and color value. In the iast production

of

1995 atthe National Baliet of Canada, the Sugar Pium Fairy in a costume of iight coior

vaiue was not compiimented or contrasted in coior vaiue by the Prince's cosfume. -fn both

productions at the Royai Winnipeg Bailet, the ciassicai tutus worn by the Sugar Plum Fairy
and Louise were in a simiiar coior value to that of the Prince. In three prociuctions the

color value appeare<i to'be used as a v/ay of irighiighting the bailerina by contrasting the
coior vaiue to the Prince or by using a simiiar coior vaiue for the Prince anci Gunther.

12t

Volume
Tbble

I compares

the volume ofthe four principal characters'costumes. Volume

was assessed as it appeared in relation to the dancer's body in terms of smali, medium, and
large.

Tabte 8. Comparison of volume of costume ofthe four principal characters
Character

¡IBC

DROSSELMEYER"
IlRt/\SStiLÀ,tËiER

Tailcoat Ensemble

1964

NBC

1995

RWB 1972

RWB

1999

rÀ^x-lYtwutt

Jacketfly'est

Mçdium
Cape
Laug€

Coat
Not assessed *

Suit

Not assessed *

NJKOLAI .4ciI

PRINCE

Act
Act

Tuniclleotards

Coat Ensemble
Larye
Coat Ensemble
Larse
Tunic/Leotards

Tunic/Leotards

Smaü

SmaiI

Smali

II

I

Cape
f aroc-

Act

GUNTHER

II

lcrl

Tunic/læotards

Tnnic/Leotards

Small

Small

Jacket
Tunicy'Leotards

(*-11

Practice Tunic
Act

Small

II

Tr¡nic/Leotards
Small

CLARA,MAJR.IE,

Ëarty Dtræs

MARIA

Ëarfy tlress
Medirm

fsrty tlr6s

Medittm

Coatltlres
Lrge

Nightgovrn

Nightgown

Nightgown

Nightgown

Small

Large

Medium

Small
Medium

Ilousecoat

Mqäur
SUGARPLUM
FA]RY

Ctsssicol Tutu
Medium

Clessice! Tutu

Cl¿ssical Tutu
Medir¡m

Medir¡¡n

Party Dress
Medium
Practice Tutu
Medium
Classical Tutu
Medium

*

There were no photographic materials avaiia-ble for coior assessment.

vt
The assessment ofvolume was <ione in hopes of realinnga pattern ofperceived

volume within the productions of the four chosen character roles. The one marked

similarity ofthe four productions of the National Ballet of Canada and the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet was that ofthe role ofthe Prince and Gunther. The traditional use of classical
dancewear ofa tunic and leotards was used which outlined the body shape ofthe dancers
and gave an appearance

ofa small volume. The last productions of both companies were

extravagant and modernized remakings of The Nutcracker that held to the traditional
custom of classical dancewear. The volume of the classical tutus for the Sugar PIum Fairy
and Louise in all productions appeared to be medium. The tutus were therefore kept in the

traditional method of construction.

CON-CLUSIÜNS

The flrrst objective ofthe study was to document the similarities and diiferences in
costume of four principal figures in pro<iucti ons of Tke Nutcracker between two major
Canadian baliet companies, the Royal Wìnnipeg Ballet Company and the National Ballet

of Canada. The costumes ofthe four principal roles were documented from various
sources ofphotographs, <iesigner sketches, and in-house programs. After assessing the

elements of silhouette, design line, detail, color value, and volume, the analysis appeared

to suggest that the National Ballet of Cana¡ia and the Royal fVinnipeg Ballet design their
costumes in the same style and in the same manner based on their traditionai versions
The Nutcracker which in turn had their roots in the original Petipa production

of

of t892. It

was also noted that aÌthough four prociuctions were analJ¡zed, only three designers were

t22

actually assessed. Jurgen Rose ciesigne<i the 7964Eranca version of The Nutcracker at the
National Ballet of Canada and the 1972 Neumeier version of Nutcracker at the Royal

WinnipegBallet. This helps to explain the similarities in many ofthe costumes from the
di

fferent producti ons.
The second objective was to document the history of The Nutcracker at the Royal

WÏnnipeg Ballet and the National Bailet ofCanacia. The history ofthe Nuteracker

productions at both companies was influenced by the histories ofthe companies. The two
companies are uniquely cäfferent in geographical locations an<i estabiished themseives
having two distinct directions ofphilosophy. The Nationai Baliet ofCana<ia, the iarger
company, is situated in the populous urban center ofToronto, surroun<ied by other cities

of

significant populations from which to draw upon for audience support. It also constantly
competes with other theatrical big draws and reinvented its 1995 version

of

The

Iv'utcracker as a mega spectacle to continue its box ofüce appeal. Tihe Royal Winnipeg

Ballet is based in the city of Wïnnipeg that is isolateri from other urban centers. The
company has always maintained a populist approach to its repertoire that is in keeping \Mittr
the audience demands ofthe area. The 1999 version of itsnew Nutcrackermaintained its

regional roots with direct references to the Winnipeg area that would appeal to the local
audience and retain its ability to have sold out performances.
The libretto for each prociuction of t'he Nutcracker at the National Ballet

of

Canada, the 1964 Franca production and the t999 Kudelka productiorq was documented

from materials held in the arcirives ofthe company. The Nutcracker libretio for the tgZZ
Neumeier production and the 1999 production choreographed by Y-ordanova and Menon
was also <iocumented from hoidings at the company's archives.
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The third objective of the study was to add to the limited body ofknowletige in
Canadian ballet history thereby increasing awareness

ofballet's art form. The history

of

the National Ballet of Canada and the Royal Winnipeg Ballet were traced from various

sources. Although histories ofboth companies have been written in detail, this study
extencis that history and includes the histories

of the production

s

of the Nutcrackerand the

ciocumentation of costumes ofthe four principal roies within the productions.
The fouth objective of the study was to document the role ofthe tradition of Ihe

Nutcracker at the Royal WinnipegBallet and the Nationai Baliet ofCanada. The National
Bailet of Canada premiered its production of The Nutcracker in 1964. Each year from that
date until the time of this study, The Nutcracker has been performed consecutrþely to

critic's acciaim for its traditional appearance. First recognized by Baianchine as the cash
cow

an<i basis

for the economic survivai ofhis company, the Nationai Ballet of Canada has

followed the economic recipe and established the production as its big box office draw.
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet premiered Nutcracker eight years after the National

Ballet of Canada in 1972. Aithough it did not establish itself as a yearly tradition
immediately, the value ofthe box offrce receipts was stiil recognized. From lg72 to 1994,
the company presented the production for t5 ofthose years. From t996 untit the time

of

the study, the production has had a consecutive run ofbox ofüce seilouts. The critics'
reviews anci articles generated by the press have heralded the Nutcracker as a traditional

Yuletide production anticipated by the Winnipeg audience.
S. Bronner (1998) in describing

tradition wrote th¿t the terminoiogy was expressed

in newspapers and reiated pubiications as being associated with the custom ofa hotiday
season and is an event that is repeateci annuaily aÎthough not rooted in a tengthy time

124

period. Ihe Nutcracker ftts within this definition oftradition

as

it appears to be entrenched

in the Canadian Yuietide season. This tradition is supported by productions elsewhere in
Nlorth America and Europe evidenced by the rising number of Nutcrackers being produced
each year.

It

appears that the Royal Wïnnipeg Ballet and the National Baliet have listened

to their audiences. In a win-win situation, the audience gets to see what fhey want at a time
fiile<i with sentimental nostalgia whiie filling the companies'coffers and ensuring
continued development. Thus, this tradition was created.

Q.uestions raised

for fi.rther research

From this study severai questions arise. Canada is the home ofthree smaller but
notabie baliet companies, Les Gran<is Ballets Canadiens, Ballet British Coiumbi4 and

Aibert¿ Baiiet. W-hat is the iústory ol The NutcracÃ:er in these three companies and what is
the importance ofthe production to the companies? What are the similarities and
differences ofthe three companies to N-utcracker productions at the National Baliet
Canada and the Royai Winnipeg

Bailet?

of

The N=utcracker is repeatedly referred to as the

traditional holiday season production. How enduring wiii this newtraciition be within
North America and Europe?
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APPENDD( A
classífrcatíon system for hístoric costume by Pamela schlicþ 1988.

GARMEI\{=T/ Torso/ overgarment
GARMET\-T7 Torso/ outergarment

GARMENT/ Torso/ undergarment
GARMET,IT/ Extremityi legl foot

GARMENT/ Extremity/ hea<i

GARMENTi Extremity/ neck
GARMENT/ Extremity/ hand/ arm
ACCESSORY/ Carried
ACCESSORY/ Jewelry
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.{FPENI}D( B
Classífication system for types of dress and their propertíes
By Mary Ellen Roach-Higgins and Joanne B. Eicher, lgg}.
Types

Color

of

dress

Body
modifications
Tîansformations

of

a. Hair
U- Ltlf.l-t-t

e Nails
J

I r--^^--1--l

skeletal system
e. Teeth

f

Breath

E^i-

DUUV

suppieme¡ts
Enclosures
a. Wrapped
L ¡----l-l
u. JuùPErruçu
c. Pre-siuped
I ^L ^^ L^ -L^
tr.
ilu, 4Li u$, êul.
Attac.hments

to

body
a. lnserted
u. ulrPPErr
lt_ -.-- I
u.
.¿lu|lclcu
^

Attacîments to
body enclosures
- T--J^l
a.
tllùçlttu
aa
^aa-u. \-rPPeo
lL^-^J
^
r.. .{au!¡ri..r
+i.{.}
^

FIend-hel¡l nhienfc
a. By self

b. By other

Volume

&

proportion

Shape

&

structure

Surflace Texture

Odor Sound

Taste
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APPEÑDD( C
Data collection sheet
Company:

Date of production:
Chore;grapl.rer:

n^^:-^-.
vçsrËrrç¡ .

Material obser'.'ed:

Photo

-

glossy_ matt

colour

black/white

- Sketches
- Costume bibie
- Other

Character:
Age:

Costume:

How acquired:

made on site

SettingiÏnterpretation :
Line:
straight
\/un l/ v ¿llurt.

Bod;u:

contracted
curved

ds¡ic+¡*-cêr

-

c.lassical

- wrapped:
- necktine:

shaped_combination

suspended

- sleeves:
wi1fsr- --.^l-¡-

- lrousets:
- cåpe:
r

r^t----^.
{J!rl!!!H-

Y

Styiistic details including decorative elements:
--^a--L^l
ulbLraurrúu

E^Li--e

Flai¡r_
nqinterl
bold-

<¡u! JL..

Tìof¡il'

À

crecsnripq'

headwear:
:---^ii

--

JÉW¡t[¡rry.
fociçs-ear:

otle¡:

patte.rne.d_
¡nnli¡ttÁã
ú¡,Pr¡risvu

light-

emhrairlarprl
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National BaIIet of Canada
The Nutcracken 1964
Cast
Choreography: Celia Franca, after Marius Petipa anci Lev lvanov
Music: Pyotr Llyich Tchaikowsþ
Libretto: Marius Petipa after E.T.A. Hoffinann
Designs: Jurgen Rose
Lighting Design: Michael. J. W-hitfield
Dancer Roles/Cha racters :
Presidcnt Silberhaus
His lVife
Clara, their daughter
Fritz, their son
Butlers
Maids
Councilor Drosselmeyer
Grandmother
Grandfather
Guests
Children: Students of the National Ballet School
CiockworkToys:
Harle-quin
Columbine
Soldier
Vivandiere
Nutcracker Boy
Mouse King
Nutcracker Prince
Reindeer
Snow Queen
Master of Ceremonies
SugarPlum Fairy
Her Attendants: Students ofthe National Ballet School
Spanish Dance
Oriental Dance
Chinese Dance
Russian Dance
Marzipan Shepherdesses
Mother Gigogne and the Clowns
Waltzof the Flowers
Valse Finale: Ensembîe
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Natíonal Bailet of Canada
The Nutcracker, 1995
Cast
Choreography and Libretto: James Kudelka
Music: Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsþ
Designs: Santo Loquasto
Lighting desipgr. Jerurifer Tipton
Peter

Marie
Misha, Marie's brother
Baba" Marie and Misha's nurse
Marie and Misha"s parents
Uncle Nikolai

Parents
Children

Artists ofthe Nationai Ballet and Students of the Nationåt Ballet
School

Aunts
Uncles
Servants
Bears

Horse

Nutcracker
Tsar of the Mice

Dogs
Cats

Artists ofthe National Ballet an<i Students and Associates
the National Ballet School

Mice
Baby Mice
Goat
Rooster
Snow Queen
Icicles
SnowMaidens

Unicorns
Courtiers
Guards
Ladies-in-Waiting

SugarPium Fairy

Students ofthe National Ballet School

of
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Empress DowagerBaba
Grand Duke Nikolai
Spanish Chocolate
Arabian Coffee

A

Junior associates ofthe National Ballet School

Sheep

A Flock of Lambs
A Fox

Students

ofthe National Ballet School

Waiters
Chefs
A Bee
Flowers and

Branches

Artists ofthe National Ballet
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Royal WÍnnipeg BaIIet

Nutcrackerrl9T2
Cast
Choreography: John Neumeier

Music: Peter Tchaikovsþ
Scenery & Costume Design: Jurgen Rose
Lighting DesigXr: Gil Wechsler
Consul
His Wife
Mariq their ciaughter
Louise, her sister, a ballerina
Fritz, their brother, a cadet
Gunther, his friend, Captain of the cadets
T.'tre

Cadets
Drosselmeier" Ballet Master of the Hoftheater
Maria's Girî Friencis
Their Parents
A serious Uncle
A tipsy Aunt
An artistic Aunt
The Maid
The Butler
Soloists of the Hoftheater Ballet
Corps de Ballet
The Waltz of the Flowers
Ballet Ensemble
Spanish Dance
Arabian Dance
Chinese Dance
Russian Dance
Graduates and young artists

ofthe Royal lVinnipeg School
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Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Nutcracker,1999
Cast
Choreography: Galina Yordanova & Nina Menon
Music: Pyotr Llyich Tchaikovsþ
Scenic Design: Brian Perchaluk
Costume Desigr: Paul Daigle
Lighting Design: Michael J. Whirfield
Clara
Clara's Parents
Her Grandmother
Fritz, her brother
Dieter, her brother
Josephine, Clara's Aunt
Edouard, Josephine's Fiancé
Drosselmeier, Clara's Godfather
Julien, Drosselmeier's nephew
Friends of Fritz and Dieter
Fîiends'Parents
Bear
Butier
Maids
Cavalier
An Evil Sorcerer
Bats
The Mouse King
His Army ofMice and Henchmen
Soldiers
Mounted Poiice
Supernumeraries
Snowilakes
Flying Creatures
SugarPlum Fairy
Spanish Dance
Arabian Dance
Chinese Dance
Russian Dance
Waltz of Flowers
Ensemble

